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~y slogaaa, the case Cor Iadiao
om. The wholeprobJem has been envisaged.
DOt from this or that political aDlle that we have
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&Dgle of a natIOnalist Indian, whose ODe desire
is to see India play her destined part as a great
and peace-loving country in the natiow and
the international spheres. Partisans professiDg
one set of uncompromising views or the other
may Dot agree with some of the things said ill
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The pri~ intention and purpose
the
following pages is to illustrate and emphasize
the point that India'. freedom is not only an
im~tive necessity, ablolutely speaking, but
that it should constitute an integral part or the
peace plans of the United Nations. I want to
emphasize and impress the view..point that it
is an indispensable preliminary to post-war
world reconstruction on a satirfactory aud.
endu~ basis. It may sound strange and
paradOXIcal in the context or Great Brilain'.
put policy towards India; but this idea fiDcIa
dear
in the atatement made by Lord
Pefhickce, Secretary or State for India.
in the House of Lords on February 19, 19f6, __
the British Government'. decision to ~ a
Cabinet Miaion to India. .. In view or the,....
IIlOUllt ~rtance DOt only to ladia and to tIao

exc

or

British Coimnonwealth but to the peace the
world of a auceeatf'ul outcome of the cliIcusIioia
with the Jeacleh or IDdian ~ the ~
GoYemaeathavedecided. •••" To the~
the pa-oblema or lDdia aad IDdia hene1f ~ •
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maze of coq)llIcxities in whic.h railU.lIitics. special
interests, 'iiitemal differences and

on form an
procession.
But it ·l6C-CIear on a little deeper considera..
tion that most, if not aU, of these complexities
and difficulties are the interested propagandist's
fantasies and given a will on one side and goodwill on the other they will dissipate and dissolve
like mist before sunshine.
endlcs;J0nfusi~g and
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In considerin~ the problem of India we
must consider it In relation to the general
situation appertaining to the establishment of a
lasting and permanent peace based on a democratic world order. This proposition is accept.
ed in all parts of the world in which the
yearning for freedom is prevalent, in which
the light of liberty shines undimmed and
which appreciate the consideration that the
contrary position would entail the reveRion of
the world as a whole to a state of semi-e1emental
barbarism. The Axis. nations grandiloquently
~roclaimed their war aima and ~ objectives as
the establishment of what'they called a U World
Order nand "Co-prosperity Spberes." But
that these terms were devoid of any significance
which could hearten men and inspire in them
~ of a brigbt future, and were mere nomen·
clature designed either to dupe the UDwan' and
the gullible or to force others who were hel.P,1ess
and down-trodden iDto acceptance of apolitical
pbiloalophy, in the rejection of which dle)' had
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no choice or from which they had no escape, was
not only amply bome out by hard experience
but supported by incontestable evidence. A
large section of the people in three continents
had too distressing an experience of Hitler and
hi., assurances, of Nippon and Company and
their !twet"t promises to be imposed upon by
anything they put forward as their aims. The
alluft"rnents of the Axis New Order and of the
Ea~t Asia Co-prosperity Sphere adumbrated by
Japan were, therefore, overwhelmingly rejected
as veritable spider's webs. To prevent
German Nazism and Japanese ~{ilitarism from
achieving their heart's desires and thus forcing
the world to recede some centuries behind the
clock was an imperative, undeniable desideratum.
Before this need, all other considerations and
controvenies paled into insignificance.
But the Allied Nations, which set them..
selves resolutely to the task of the extinction of
the Axis designs, should now ask themselves the
question: what of the future? Was it enough
merely to P!'Opound one negative idea that the
Axis New Order, if it had been allowed to be
established, would have involved the ex.tinction of
the torch of human freedom and the obliteration
of all the ideals of life and conduct which humanity considen noble and exalted? To a certaiD
extent. but to a certain extent only, it was helpful'
to peneve~ly din into the world's ears i'Ut
the defeat of the Axis was in itself the IOle aad
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pre-cminent objective of the Allies. But while
It perhaps partially satisfied public opinion
when the war was in progress, it simply cannot
supply the whole of the moral and psychological
momentum that peare now demands.

Rigbtly did Mr. Churchill maintain that
the second World \\'ar was not merely a war
between nations as U1C fint world war. It was
more of a revolution than a war, he pointed
out; "a revolutionary war waged by Hitler
and his totalitarian war machine against all
other nations and the free world in whicla we
have lived so as to make them military, political
and economic satellites in a totalitarian world
empire." It was basically and principally a
war between two ideas and ideals, two systt"nts of
political philosophy, two ways of life. Victory
therein meant victory for those who ~tand for
the democratic system and the democratic way
of life which is definitely superior and better in
its scope and content and more beneficial in its
results than the Fascist and the Nazi systems
with their supreme contempt fhr human freedom
and individual rights. 1t '15 essential that something decisively positive, something unaJDbigQOUSly purposeful, dearly adequate, effective and
inherently attractive and morally grand should
DOW be done 80 that the detestation felt for the
totalitarian conception of things, will be canalised
aDd. the moral indignation of the world against
Nui aDd Japanae rapacities wiD lead to a fun
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realization, by contrast, of the value of the
democratic ideal and way of living.

If there is one factor more important and
essential than the winning of the war, it is the
winning of the peace, the laying down of the
foundations of a democratic World Order, in con·
trddistinction to the Axis "World Order ", in
which political fr("edom for small as well as big
na tions will be assured, economic disparities
among people ~lDd economic inequalities among
('ountries will he ironM out as much as possible,
social justict' will prevail and nun will be able
to speak to man as well as nation to nation Dot in
a spirit of inferiority or superiority, dependence or
hegemon)" butf:ach person and each nation can
function a., t'.ntities contributing individually to
the lIum total of human happiness. \Ve do not
now want the prt'<iominance of any particular
, ism' but we must strive for the common 'ism'
of humanity and human happiness and human

progress.
It is possible that all this may sound
fantastic and utopian and though the ideal may
be accepted, the hurdles in the way may prove
insurmountable. There are indeed long-standing prejudices, old-time prepossessions, established modes of thought and life among nations and
their leaders which have to be overcome before
the picture envisaged can take real shape. But
let it not be forgotten that men have been ceaselessly striving toward. these very ends through
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the centuries. They have fought wars, sacrificed
themselves in thou..ands and millions for attain..
ing these lofty ends and aims. ] f there have

been disappointments and failures, and jf to-day
we are still far Crom attaining the condition!! in
which these ideals are translated into practice,
that is attributable partly to the !If"lfishn("&., of
the few who had been in charge of men's affairs
everywhere in the past and pardy to the fact
that mankind itSt"lf as a whole had !lot yet been
suJlicimtly deveJopc'd and advanced in its moral
stature to demand the fulfilment of those idf".als,
though it is continuously impressed by their
ennobling character.
Hopt' now centres on the United Nations
OlJlanisa don and the machinery for world security
pobticaJ, economic and otherwise, that has been
set up under the San Francisco Charter. The
opening para~aphs of the Charter may be
quoted to indIcate the purposes for which the
U. N. O. has been brought into existence and
the objectives that inspired the formulation of
the document. It says:
cc We, the peoples of the United Natioaa,
determincd to save succeedin~ generatioDi
&om the acourgt' of war, which twlce in our lifetime bas brought untold sorrow to mankind, and
to reaffirm faith in fundamental human rights,
in the dignity and value or the human penon,
in the equal rights of men and women and or
nations, large and tmaJJ. and to establish condi-
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'lions under which justice and respect for the
obligations arilin, from treaties and other
sources of intematlonallaw can be maintained,
and to promote social progress and better standards of life in larger freedom, and for these ends
to practise tolerance and live together in
)X'3t"e with one another as good neighboun, and
to unite our strength to maintain internal
peat"e and security, and
by the accepting of principles and the institution of methods insure that armed force shaD
not be used save in the common interest, and
by the employment of international machinery for the promotion of economic and social
advancement of all peoples have resolved to
combine our efforts to accomplish these aims."
The United Nations Organisation's constitution is not free from defects; we may have
occasion to refer to some of them in the following pages. But its establishment represents the
stem realisation by the world's statesmen of the
essential evils of war and the need for elimination of the conditions which provoke them.
The termination of the war has, however,
not eUminated the prospect of vital differences
between war-time allies like Britain and U .SA
and Russia. But their extensiveness can be
minimized and the world taken many steps along
the road to the realization of bumamty's Cherished hopes if those who are now in charge or the
destinies and policies or nations do not allow

8
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narrow-minded prejudices, personal or class or
aationa! ambitions to predominate over hurna..
nitfs vital interests and swamp them. They
should be unambiguously clear in their mind as
to what it is they are stnving for and what it is
the world is anxious for. Humanity is anxious
for peace and not war: that proposition is illcontatable. It is not anxious, however, for a condition oftechnical warlcssness coupled with the continuance' of a state of inequality among nations,
&C'edomlessn~ for certam countries, superior
and inferior nations and superior and inferior
races of men, in short, the perpetuation of conditions in which wars become inevitable. A
peace settlement in which this state of affain
will not cease to be will be as bad as, if not
worse tban, a state of war and conflict and
decimation. It will be as bad as that ~cause
it is a state of affairs which inheres a pt"rpetual
potential danger of war and, what is wone from
certain points of view, a perpetual state of
dissatisfaction, incipient revolution, and psychological unsettlement among large sections of tbe
world's population, which rendered the term
, peace' a mockery. It is, therefore, essential
to be clear in our minds what we are striving for
and what are the conditions necessary for
wccess in such striving. We must be resolutely
opposed to war and all that it implies in this
atomic age aDd not mC!rely hanker in vain for
what may prove to be a peaceJess peace with
the atom bOmb and not international goodwill
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a:. (he foundation for it. The U. N. O. inheres
the fervent hopes and aspirations of a war-tom
humanity. Its 8ucct'ssful functioning can alone
provide an effective guarantee against the
danger of future wan of aggression.
If on the other hand the leaders of the
Unitt"d Nations like- Truman, ~{r. Attlee and
M. St.din fail to rise to expectations in this regard,
it will be a catastrophe which will have incalculablv rlelet~rious consequenct'!', which should,
therefc)rC', be scrupulously avoided. ifnecessary by
, .. odd public oplr.ion, the voice of the common
people, asscrting itself with all the strength that
It can muster. If tht'" I~ders of nations refuse
to appreriare the all-important, \;tal considerations that the nec-dlS of post-war reconstruction
present before them, they will be committing a
crime on humanity for which there can be
precious little pc-nitence or prospect of con(~oIlation by the prescnt or the future generations.

The im~rati\'e and insistent questions that
arise in this connection were ne\'er more
t'mphatically and unambiguously asked than
by the late Mr. \Vmddl \Villkie, who, some time
btfore his unfortunate d('ath, und('rtook a tour
of the Middle East and China at th(' instance of
President Roost'velt. U How shall we determine what we want to win in the next peace?
And how shall we prepare to win it dunng the
war/' he asked in the course of an article in the
New York Hmdi FtII1I1IIt later incorporated in

to
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his now famous book "One World." The
questions were addres.~C'd mainly to those who
maintained that the fighting of the war must
be left exclusively to experts and that laymen
should not dabbl(" in matten invol~inR high
military strategy. Undoubtedly, warfare in
modem, as much as in ancient, umes is thC' concern rrindpally of strategi<llts and (':ommandC'n.
But i wan are planned and fought by t"xpertl,
war and peac(- are made by politicians and lay..
men. It was indubitable that the principles on
which the foundations of p<"ace could be ~cureJy
laid were conditional on the prior victory in the
war of the United Nations. The implications of
this fundamenta~ almost dC'mentary-lookillg,
proposition, however, involve automatically tbe
acceptanc(' of the inevitable conclusion that the
greatest possible carC', attention and thought will
have to be devoted not onl\' to the evolution of
those principles as incorporatC'd in the U. N. O.
Charter but to their effective and sincere implementation. It must be remembered constantly
and continuously that the' war to C'nd war'
which was the description given to the 1914-18
armageddon, actually turned (,ut to be a war for
the outbreak of another war on a vaster scale,
that it was the insufferable blunderings of politicians, the cupidity of narrow-minded nationaJuts, tbe regrettable absence of a broad vision
and a big heart in those who had to implement
the VenaiDea Peace Treaty, as well as the
callous disregard in practice of the high and
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noble objectives, which should have been UDcrringly and undeviatingly adhered to by those
who had the management of international
assemblies like the League of Nations in their
hands, that were responsible for the rise of the
phenomenon of Dictator Hitler and his maniacal punuit of territorial aggrandisement and
inhuman racial vendettas now happily destroyed. Those who fought and won World War
No. I sacrificed prt"cious lives for the sake of
unexc«'ptionable ideals. But those who made the
~ace and administered it had little compunctioa.
In literally transforming those very sacrifices into
footholds for the realization of penonal or
rutional ambitions and had callously permitted
things to deteriorate to a level where humanity
was constrained to pass through the gruelling
,and horrible experiences of World War No. II.
TIle fact was that among the European
statesmen, during the period fonowing the
conclusion of the Treaty of VersaiUes, robust
idealism and earnest and purposeful broadmindedness were but skin-deep. They accepted the
principle of and hcl~ to establish the LeaJtue
of Nations; but they failed to discover the
to the scC'rl"'t of its successful functioning. They
had an ind istinct vision of an international order
for which they aspired but they allowed the
immediate and more alluring p~ts of
national security to obscure and obliterate that
grand vision. They had vague and iU-digestecl

cey
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notions of a world order based on collective
sccurit)" international peace and disarmament.
But in actual practice the idt"al of collective
security degenerated into an anxious hugging of
the narrow conception of national security;
international peace deteriorated into a process
of buying time and again a humiliating peace at
the hands of recalciuants like Hitler who never
made a fetish of peace but feverishly prepared
for war; and disannameat meant nothmg more
than vindictive deprivation of armament"! of the
vanquishni nations to the point of making tbem
utterly desperate and forcing them to indulge in
clandestine rearmament, which ultimately found
the victors napping and caught them in its
deadly coils. It was aU a despicable history of
historical opportunities missed, misused or abused.
All these are admittedly profound and largC'acaJe blunders which European statesmen posing
as leaden of a 'New Order' committed, in the
inter-war period, some consciowly and other un..
consciously. But probably it is not entirely their
fAult if' they committed them. After all they were,
to a large extent, the instruments of the national
will and public opinion of the countries which
they represented and the national will and public
opinion of European countries in the third and
fuurth decades of the present century were not
adequately developed to appreciate the far-reachin$ significance ot and the great need for high
PrJ nciples on which the lupentructure of a true
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international order ought to be constructed. The
idea of international co-operation based on the
sacrifice of JOtnething of national sovereignty for
achieving it implict in the League of Nations
was beyond the understanding of the common
man or even of the rommon run of statesmen,
and, therefore, it proved in effect to be much in
advance of the times in which it originated. The
instinct prone to international peace and collective security was there; but the will and the moral
capacity nect'Ssary to concrelic.e it in deed.3 were
larking. The League of ~ations, therefore,
became a structure in stone disembodied of its
moving and guiding spirit. Herein we have the
clearest possible explanation of both the cause of
its failure and the effect of that failure was tbe
tbunderoucI outbreak of the armageddon which
lasted from 1939·1945. Now again the men's
moral and spiritual consciences have been
stirred to their depths and among the political
philosophers and thinkers in Britain, America
and the European countries a widespread appreciation is prevalent of the pre..eminent need Cor
preventin$ the newly created United Nations
Organisauon sharing the sad fate of the League.
We hope that while the political philosopher is wide awake, the politician will not again
prove to be the fly in the: ointment. At the SaD.
Francisco Conference and of the 6nt session of
the U .N.O. Assembly held:infLondon, the statesmen and representatives of nations who came

. .tiler to strengthen the foundations of the
peace structure have shown a manifest determiDation to Ke that the new peace OrganisatioD
does not go the way of the League. Mr. C. R.
AttJee's opening and closing addresses to the
United Nations Assembly are couched in the
language of resolute idealism, and his stress on
the need for not permitti.ng circumstances to
supervene which will involve world humanity in
another world war represents the unspoken wisb
of millions of human beings.

The incapacity of the European statesmen
in the inter-war period to live up to the ideals
which inspired the League's formation was the
main cause for the debacle that overtook that
body. But it was not the sole cause for the unfortunate resuJt. European nations like Britain t
France and Russia, which held a dominant
position in the League·s counsels and in the
direction of its affain, abo showed little disposition to transform it into a reaUy comprehensive
world organisation. That would have meant a
cballenge to their own conception of national
IOVeI'C'ignity and they would not have it. To
the Asiatic and African countries in ~J
the League represented a mere idea aDd a vague
one at tbat. It was to them an iDstitution in the
fbrtuna of which they could claim very little
share and in the functionin, of which they
evinced precious, tittle efFective. mtereat, except ..
contributon to ita &lances or as appeodaaes of
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one or other of the big European nations.
India had been, for purposes of outward Corm,
an original member of the League of Nations; so
also was China. But paradoxically enough an
original member of the League like India is in
reality only a 'subordinate' member of the
Britilih Empire and, therefore, incapacitated
from making any indf'pendent decision or taking
an kdcpem.1C't.t liue ()f her own on the questions
tbat came up for discussion before it. India's
representatives to the League of Nations Assembly
were the nominees of the Secretary of State for
India and the British Government and their
function in League meetings was more or less
confined to raising their hands in support of
Britain's point of view whenever fundamental
questions came up for review or discussion. The
international position accorded to India, even
when she was recognized as an original member
of the League, was thus wholly inconsistent with
her internal political status of dependence OD
Britain and within thet British Empire scheme.
Her inherent capacity to influence or promote
decisions was almost nil. China"s position in
pre-war international councils might have been
slightly better than India '5 but not very much
more tnfluential or important and she was more
tolerated than respected, but that role she of
course completely reversed by virtue of her
enormous sacrifices and by her sheer, uncompromising and determined resistance to Japanese.
aggression for nearly teo yean.
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A professedly international organization like
the League, from the councils of which th~ thf'n
powerful nations Iikc the United States and
Germany had excluded themselves and in which
buge continents like Asia and Africa were
forced to occupy but an insignificant status,
automatically bred the germs of its own f.-lilure
and disintegration. In the years immediately
following the first \\'orld 'Var, Europe and
EUfOpc'.aD interests occupied the first thoughts of
the European and British st,iUesmcn and consti·
tuted the pivot and tbe fdlcrum round
which their outlooks revolved. To the lack
of an idealbtic outlook on their part was
added the lack of a sincere comprehensive and
ge-nuine world outlook. The League became
automatically an institution devoid of a lifegiving, dynamic motive force and ~nergy; and
its failure inheres both a moral and a leuon for
the U. N. o. It is that no true international
order can be evolvcod without a true and purposeful international psyche and no internatlonal
organization can pretend to function as such
whicb docs not comprehend all the counttiel of
the world on a basIS of equality and freedom.
It is no inordinate or excessive claim made
on behalf of India if I maintain that it an imperative neceaaity that she should be an independent, equal and honoured member of the
international security organization and not merely
a d~ency of Great Britain, in order that she
may take a leading hand, which she incontest-

ably caD, in keepiDg that body OIl the straigIlt
path and impart to it DOt ouly strength aad
vitality in the execution of iu ~liciea but the
touch or genuine idealism wbidl is stin so
lamentably lacking.
In the constitution of the Uruted Nations
Organisation, some of the outstanding aDd
patent drawbacks which contributed to the
failure of the Le~e have been lOught to be
removed and a hndge constructed between the
paramount function or building up a secure and
lattin, peace entrusted to it and the practical
drectlVe steps that it can take in that process.
I t is one of the mOlt important guarantees for its
not becoming a mere tool in the bands of
~n statesmen and political leaden and for
ensunng it a comprehensive international
character that 51 UDlted Nations are memben
of it, that the U.S.A. has taken the lead not
only in ushering it into existence but is taking a
prominent part in the deliberations DOt only or
the General Assembly but of its subordinate
bodies like the Economic and Social Security
Council, the Trusteeship Council and so on,
aod that in the fint sessIOn of the Assembly the
pace was set for the settlement of extremely con..
troversial issues not by burking but by submitting them to public discussion.
Thus while the foundation bas beeo well.
and truly laid for the auccadUl workiDa of the
international orpnisation, it will be S»Iiah 1.0

diIpjIe from ouneJvea the fact that the IU~
ItiD to be C4D1tructed. In
tbiI proce., hurdles aDd imt*liaaents have to
be aven:ome, nanoDal jealOUSleS aDd ideals have
to be IUl1DOUDted and sacrifice or certaiD old
aacI obsolete poljticaJ notions has to be acquiesced iDe The emergence c( Russia &I a domillallt
~ Power is one of the resuluof the second
World War which is bound to exercise a profound
iaftueace on the cOurse of events and on efforts
ItIUCtUI'e of.peace has

~ European and world peace.
Rusu's ideolOgical afIiliatiOIlS beinr what they
are, she will have to ~ dealt with not only as one
. .Ie powerful nation but u tho representative
of a nUmber of nations subscribing to the particular political and economic ideology that the
Soviet State Itands for. Then again the emergence the atomic bomb as a military and of
atomic energy .as an economic factor had already
produced an enormous psychological eft"ect on
the world public opinion even as it introduced
lOme vital changes in the balance of military
power alJ'lODl the aationa. The future of world
peace is DOW indiuolubly interlinked with the
atomic ~ and the methods or its control and
utiJhaPma for ~ or war. The discovery of
the atomic boiDb and the methods of sb~
atomic power aecretI could have been the rocb
OIl whiCh the slender ~ue
intematioDal
peace was in daDaer or fouDaeriDg. It is only
by aD werdoD.x the tturdy CGmmoNeDle aDd
tbe bee 01 world public opiafoa that the

at

or

or

methods of controlling atom secrets bas beal
entrusted to a committee of the U. N. O.

ADd, lastly, we caD visualise DOW •
greater and more realistic appreciation among
the leaden of public opinion that in the streues
and strains of the present-day world, in a world
confronted with the overpowering shadow or
the atomic bomb, there must be, firstly, the
abandonment of the practice of secret diplomacy
and. secondly, at least a pa.rtial sacrifice of the
ideal of national soverei~nty and its merger in
the international sovereIgnty
the world peace
organisation for the common good. It is
specially gratifying to bear a Tory spokesman in
England like Mr. Anthony Eden advocating
the sacrifice of national sovereignity and Mr..
Bevin, the Labour Foreign Secretary, app'roving
of it. As for open diplomacy, it is the fundameotal rllismt tie ItTl of an international organisation
for peace and world security that it should
e1inuniate the proneness to bilateral agreements,
treaties and aDiances among the member states,
who should conduct all such negotiations for
alliances or treaties through the instrumentality
of the U. N. O.

or
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Visualisiag the position from the stand~Dt
natiooalist Indian without any particular
bias or prepossessions, I must express the convictioD that the attitude of Britain to India·,
demand for &ecdom fails to conviDce India that
she caD wax enthusiastic over the Allied victory
ill the war. This is not mere sentiment but a
fact built on the foundation oC 101id and imCutable f.&cts aDd considerations. As IOOD as the war
broke out India was declared a belligerent as a
matter of coune Ixcause she is a dependt'DCY of
Great Britain. It is well known that this automatically imposed belligerency bad been a lOre
point WIth lodian natioDalist opinion since then
aDd had been regarded as aD ou~e on India'a
Idf'-tapect. It was, howevcJ, a comcidence. a
welcome coincidence nevenheias, that her
national ideals accorded and were compatible
with the ideals Cor which the United Nations
professed to be en$aged in the war. It was
aJso a welcome cOincidence that, as the war
progreucd and developed, it developed in suth
a way, especially subsequent to the Japanese

or a

declaration of hostilities, that the preservation
of her national integrity and security became
progressively more and more intertwined and
more and more irrevocably bound up with the
fortunes of the United Nations. Her sympathies
with war-tom and hard-pressed China and with
Indonesia and Indo-China which are s~ling
for indepedence against European imperialism
are very real and very !iincere. India does Dot
indeed belong to that category of countries which
are to be placed under the trusteeship of the
European nations. She occupies a status which
may be difficult to classify and fit into any of the
existing categories of countries. She is called a
dependency of Great Britain, on the road to
JCIf-GoveTnment. Her sovereign equality with
other memben of the United Nations Organisation is a fiction in reality, but she is an origiual
member of the U. N. 0., as she was of the
League of Nations. The extremely anomalous
constitutional status of India cannot, however,
continue and though it is primarily an IndoBritish problem it is equally a United Natiooa'
problem too in the sense that India', intCmal dependence is incorWstt'.nt with the position of s0vereign equality enjoyed by the other member states
and with the preliminary condition ~
membership oCtile U. N. 0., that she should be
'''able "--though of coune she is cc wiUing",to carry oot the obligations thereby imposed.
A. against these impelling consideratiooa

set the regrettable filct of ber continued
subordination to Britain and the latter'.
attitude or ~esa to her clearly and
~~uivocaDy ~ national aspirations.
The war was proCasedly fought for the liberation
of aD the dictator-ridden countries in Europeaft
- _ Mr. Chun::bilr. statement on the Atlantic
Olarter'. app1kation to India-but India mUlt
a:maeIlt to be dealt with according to the sweet
will or ~ bendf and sokly on the latter'.
own ~bility. The war may be fougiat for
eDSWiag the C'COoomic independence. political
freedom and national accurity of Euro~
countries; but India must await the pleasure of
Britain for sec:uring for benelf the advantage and
beac:fit of these very fundamental conceptions.
That has been the plain meaning of the interpretation put on the appticability of the much
cIitcuaed but, accordina to the late President
1tooeeYeJt, DOn-existmt Atlantic Qw1er to ladia
by Mr. ClurchiD, which be did not CODIider it
~ to modify so long as be was Prime
MiIDttcr of Britain and even after his CXHignatory". suheequeot statement, that its ideals and
priDdplet appJied to the whole of humanity.
The eaaatW incompatibility between profalion
aDd practice is in DO other cue more e:a:ptalivelY and more vividly evident than in the
maDDer
which Mr. ChurchiJ1 band1ed dUl'lDa
bis ~e at DowniDg Stn:et India'. claim
.,,;, • fill the fi.mdament81 priD~that every
couatry I8UIt have the riPt to
her OWil
inUIt be
~

m

form of Government.
Mr. Churchill was the lint Minister of the
British Crown invested with alDlOIt dictatorial
authority to devise measures and formulate
policies which would encompass Hitler's and
Japan 'a defeat. But evidendy he was overobiessed by the feeling with regard to Indians
that they as a nation could not be entrusted with
any genuine responsibility tor the·administration
of their country during .... time because
presumab~ certain sections of them had, tOr
purely POlitical reasons, displayed opposition to
war eft'orts in the then existing circumstances.
He, however, £ailed to appreciate the essential,
probably the central, factor in anti ...Axis strategy,
that tbe principles of the Atlantic Charter
should be made applicable to India and that
conciliation was essential. The Allies undoubt·
edJy were victorious over Germany and Japan;
but Britain by her consistent refusal of "india's
claims during the war period had generated a
dtq> feeUn,t, which is presumably ineradicable, that iliere can be no heart-to--heart IndoBritish co-operation at any time and that there
can be no compromise on the "Qpit India "
blue or, in other words, complete indepen-

dence.

It praaga no good to Britain'. national

hoIlour &ocl does little credit to her international
morality if after the Allied victory over the AD

Powen her peace aim baa

to

be comprehc:a4ed

ODe

of

.

British

lm~

unimpaired. ~Imperialiani' leaves a perfectly bad odour in the mouth in whatever sense
or context it is used and 10 Joog as the war
lasted Mr. CburchiD·s statements regarding
India were essentiaUy an im~'1 statemmts
in defence of the doctrine of Imperialism. If
any British politician justifies that attitude on
the ground that British policy towards hrr
colonies or dependencies is actuated by wholly
altruistic motives., it wiD cut precious little ice in
the fifth decade of tile twenueth century. The
theory of ODe nation or peo~le holding the
trusteeship of or the mandate For other ~plC'S
aDd countries for tbe purpose of utilizing that
trusteeship for the economic advancement and
p>litical progress of the latter has been blown
Sky-high as a result of the war. Trusteeship is
neither wanted by the peoples for whose benefit
it illUp~ly jntended nor can it be exerci...-d
satisfaCtorily by those who profell to exercise it
for the benefit of others. To attempt to defend
that theory and its practice will, therefore, be
fUudameuiaUy to invite the ridicule that ita
underlying principle is to justify exploitation.
The diacuIsioas at the San Franclaco Conference
OD the Trusteeship Clauses of'the World Charter
))!OVided aD indubitable exhibitioo of the temper
of the ~ of some of the IG<alIed dependent
and Ie oolOaial" araJ..
aDd America.
U

.,taio

Fnmce aad the Netbafaads. are the IDOIt
importaDt 8IIIODI the UDited Nations poaelliDa

eoIoaieI and dependencies. On them rests the
crave moral responsibility of givill$ a lead in
this matter of far-reaching significance to
future worJd reconstruction by emancipating
&om political dependence and economic CxpIoitation those tetntories which they hold under
subjection, political or economic. Thus alone
can they prove true to the principles of the
ro-caUed Atlantic Charter in the economic
sphere.

The Trusteeship chapter of the Charter of the
United Nations has. however t been so formulated that while conceding the principle that it
is among the objectives of the Trusteeship system "to promote the political, economic, social
and educational advancement of the inhabitants
of the Trust territories and their progressive
development towards self-government or independence as may be appropriate to the
particular circumstances of each territory and
Its peoples and the freely expressed wishes of the
~Je concerned, and as may be provided by
the terms of each trusteeship agreement tt, in
practice it renders the consent Of the mandatory
or Trustee state essential and imperative ptior
to any alteration in the terms of the agreement.
At the same time even the limited benefit that
the Charter CQDfers on the Trust territory of
being ultimately declared as self-governing is
taken away by Article 79 which says that
"the tenna or truatceabip for each territory

•
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to be placed under the Trua~ system. iD..

cludiDI any alteration or amendment, shaD be
upon by the states directly coac:eJ"Ded,
iDcIudiDa the mandatory power in the cue of
~

territories beld under mandate by a member of
the United NatioDl tt~ and Article 82 which
.says that there may be designated in any
Trusteeship ~ent, a stratepc area or areas,
which may IDdude part 01' aU of the Trust
territory to which the ~ent applies without
pnjudice toany~ ~eement or agrc:ements
(made under Article 43).' The impliCations of
these articla in brief are that first of an for bring...
any mandated tcnitory under the Trusteeship system, the consent of the mandatory is
indispcnsabJt', and mayor may not be forthcoming; and that Cor any territory deemed
" strategic,tt the Trusteeship system does not
~e much B!OUDd fOr CODIOIation because of
the ~ Of its continued retention under
tnIIteeJhjp for the very reason that it iI strategic.
At the same time. however, there will be n0thing to ~ent the ~loitatioD of the trust
territory by the Adminilttriog authority, with
the tacit approval and acquiacence of the
General Astetnbly of the U.N.O. to easure UDder
Article 84 that the former cc shall play its part
iD the maintenance of iaternational ~ and
ICCWity U. •• To thia end, .ys the Ariide, " the
(C

in,

It

Adm~utbority

may make UIC of'voIun·

teer b'Cel,
*litia And UIiItance &om the
trait territory m c:arryiDs out its obUp....

towards the Security Council.•. as weD as fOr
local defence and the maintenance of law and
order within the Trust territory. I t The Trust
unitory will thus. be constrained to play the
pu1 of a perpetual ~ and like a kaJG..
iIMa has to give off its best uncomplainingly and
with the best possible face.
The most important defect of the Trusteeship
tystem evolved at San Francisco is that there
is no time-limit Itt for the termination of the
Trusteeship by an Administering authority and
that the General AsRmbly's supervision of the
working of the system is calculated to be ineffective, in spite of the safeguards provided.
because the Trusteeship Council itself will be
composed of some of the Big Powers, who
generally dominate the General Assembly also.

The procla.imed views of Mr. Churchill, as
the Chief Minister of the Cro~ with regard to
the Atlantic Charter and India's participation in
ita benefits, ill-acrorded with Britain's professed
claim that she has promised dominion status
with right of secession to India, as weD as the
~ht to frame her own constitution. They were
incompatible with Mr. Amery's oft.~ed
assertion that India would be in a positIOn to
enjoy after the war as much f~om as Britain
henelf within the framework of the British C0mmonwealth of Nations. They were not on all'
Coon too with the statement in the KiDJr'lspeuh
at the opening of Parliament in NovemDer. 19ft
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that " my Government in the United Kingdom

or

have declared to the Princes and the ~faes
India their desire to see India assume ful freedom and inde~dence within the British
Commonwealth of Nations on the basis of a
constitution framed by Indians themselves immediately. after the termination of the hosti ..
lities!' The defeat of Mr. Churchill's Government and his exit from the Prime Ministenhipwas,
therefore, a good riddance. The instaUatton of
a Labour Government in tbe place of the Tory
Government was a fact of great signifICance 10

far as Britain was concerned; whether it will be
so with regard to India too. remains to be seeD.
The D'lOIt important need is the adjustment
of performance to promise, the concretisation
of &lSurances into definite acts of policy. not
to elevate distrust and eliehardism into elements
of state policy, which betrays a complete for..
getfulness of Britain', own past relatlODS with
the American Colonies, South Africa., Canada
andlasdy Ireland. In this respect, however,
there have been snags. The most conspi~ous of
these was picturesquely exprased by Mahatma
Gandhi when he characterised the British War
<:abinet', offer to I nelia, brought over here by Sir
StaJrord Cripps in March, 1942, which, paradoxic:aJly enouPt was both withdrawn and held the
fi~ as a 'post-clated cheque.' Another important
snag was ~t the so-caUed offer of independ.ence
Cdx' phrase II never "independence" but Clther
Dom1nioa StatUi or Idf-aowmmeat) with the

~ht

of secession after the termination of h0sti-

litieS contained in the Cripps' offer and repeated
for the last time in September, UH5, is DOt an
unqualified and absolute one but is hamstringed
by a number of conditions which act as checb
and counter-checb, whether deliberately or
unwittingly introduced, to prevenr a united
front by Indians, and which require to be preliminarily fulfilled before it can become efFective
in jts implementation. One of the most crucial
these conditions is agreement amon~ the diverse
interests and communities in India, which is
obviously impossible of achievement in the
face of the encouragement to disagreement
contained therein.

or

If one can visualize the picture of India
that will emerge after all thole conditions are
worked out into practical effect, be will find rising
before his mind's eye a perfect mosaic of bewildering incoherence, in which India, as we know
it and as it had existed since the beginning of
history, will probably be unrecognizable. If the
Cri~pst scheme or lODlething on those lines is
implemented, she win probably be divided into a
number of communal, territorial zones mutuany
antagonistic to one another. Ulsten in the form
of' Indian States wiU peniSI and communal divergences will exacerbate and the country would
becom(' a complete stranger to political pea~ and
harmonious progress. D<)miruon Status with ri~:t
of aeeeasion was assured in that scheme, but
t

IM!lICtioD.

or

India., who are fOUowen of the

~

it is now the clomlnaDt scc:tioD
alDCWll poUticalJy-miDded IndiaDl-wiU DOt
~y touch Dominion Status, even with
the richt ofseaaion, with a pair or tongs. Eveo
thoee lD India who believe that India would
derive some advantages, economic and military.
~ hitching ber star to the wagon of the British
ColDlDODweaJth are disU'elSed not only by the
timitatioDl in,
lated in the British declaration

rrture

about lodia's
but by the tragic events in
loc:tia since August, 1M2-in fact since
September, 1939-and have little faith that
a.oclation with the Commonwealth is possible
for aD India, whose body bad been scarred by
blows delivered against ber honour t prestige, unity
aDd economic in~lu~l the British Govern..
IIlCDt under Mr. Cb
.. Whether and when
tIUa country wouJd be in a position to reap the
p-actical benefits or attaining even the status
of a dominion in the face of these restrictions
and impeding conditions is alIo difficult to divine
for there is DOthizIK dc-Jinite or unambiguoUi
about it. It is sacf to CODtemlllate that long
beiwe the .er it tranatC.rmed mto a concrete
aDd practical reality, the British Government by
their poJ!c.y have created that ~loaica1
~IOD among large sections
Indlans
m
of the c::un::Ue of the right or secasioIl
i1Dp1icit therein.

.'fOUI'

or

JJlDI,.
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the British Government, which wiD COQvince
IDdia that the political, economic and other
advantages she is likely to acquire by remaining
within the British Empire structure will not be
outweighed by the economic and other advantages derivable from secession, apart from the fact
that it will be consistent with her national
honour and self-respect, the contingen~y of
lCCeuion will be tranSformed into an inescapable
probability. This makes it imperative that the
psycboJogicaI and political conditions favourable
to proneness to secession from the Commonwealth
shOuld be eliminated with the utmost expedition
-a thing which the British Government alone can
accomplish. Minorities, the Services, the Princes
aDd tbe British commercial interests, constitute a
combination of factors, which, in that Government's estimation, impose limitatioos on immediate transfer of power to an Indian Government
which, they maintain, wiUberesisted by one or the
other of those interests and thus lead to anarchy.
The essential reality, however, is that these interests will present insuperable obstacles so long as
British policy is nebulous and lacking in vigour,
which can result only from a determination to
tettle the problem. They will automatically
acUust themselves to the difl"erent conditions that
willsuperveDe if sincerity and resoluteness invest
the Govermeot's attitude. Indiaos' national
patriotism, to the extent that it is delimited by
loyalty to sectional or communal interests or by

COIDJIIUaal IDtraaaicence, will uacrt ~tIelr the

al
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moment Britain'. ern~ ambition is
teIDpeIed by a ~uiDe williDpaa to imple~
the aaurance Of freedom,
or die
ableDce of cent. per cent. intema ?r!eement.
Thus the key to Incfia'. rcedom lies
asentially in Britain', banda. Immediately the

arrear:tive

decision to surrender the key is made, Indian
parties and communities will inevitably realise
the necessity for concerted efIOrts to get together
to safcttuard and protect the house the door to
which bas thus been opened. The tact is that
Britain cannot keep the key dffhtly within her
grip and yet maintain that she IS ~ and
even &D.XlOUS to give it up. It .. elementary
human psychology which bat to be applied on
a utioDal scale that there will be no mcentive
to IJldian parties to unite aDd settle thinp
a~ theJriseIva 10 long as there is DO prospect
of their beiDg able to exerdte e&ctive control
over the countrYl affain. The l::;.m of powert
on the other band, when it it wi • reach, will
indeed proye too imsistible aD attraction to
them to relinquish. British statesmen, whether
they are people like Mr. CburdUU or they are
like Mr. Arilee and Lord Pethick Lawrence,
should raliIe once for aU that the argu.ment
about Brita~ to tl"a.DIfer power remaining un
. because of Indians' c:uacdneu in not puPng that offer and their not
being united In grasping it cuts precioua litt1e
ice with Inc:tiaDI DOW. It only irritates aad
e'~ aad crystaIJiIet halO uti·. . . . feel.,
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iug on a wider and stilt wider scale.
Clause One of the Atlantic Charter i~ to be
regarded as the expression of a pious, if abo a
generous, wish so fur a;; Britain or the U.S.A. is
concernt'd. Clause Three of that Charter,
howevcr, embodies a positive constructive
ideal: it embodies tht' idt'al and hope of
fret"dom for the world which prindpaUy justifies
it., beinl( dlaracterizrd as a Charter for "'orld
f'reedom. The clause proclaims the desire of
tht' ~gnatories "to respect the rights of all
pc!'Oples to choose the form of government under
which they will live." The words 'all peoples'
occurring ht're are significantly and abundantly
dear and do not lend themselves to a variety of
interpretations or even the two different interpretations such as those which l-Ir. Churchill
and ~fr. Roosevelt put upon them with regard
to its appli('ation to India. They arc capable of
one ~in~t(' constnl<'lion which is that' all peoples '
stands flu 'all pt"Oples' and no amount of
quibbling can restrict its application only
to the tx"Oples of Europe or AllU"rica. The
value of the two clauses of tht' Charter refr-r.
rr'd to will be nullified if the British and the
American nations put up a barbed wire fence
around what they have acquired and are prepared further to surcharge it with electric current to
enable them to hold on inflexibly to it; and if
they do the latter it will be morally indefrnsible
for them to maintain that they have formulated.
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set of principles for world f'C'Construction. The
war will have bc-en fought in vain and the long
procession of human sacrifices that passed before
him bctwef'n September 1939 and August 1945
will have lost aU their supreme emotional and
psychological appc'al if that wC"rf' so. The
Atlantic Charter win not be worth anything if
the signatories, one of whom had since died,
fonnulatro it with so many menta) rf'SC"rvations.
It is ~ident, however, that it was not the CaK'
and that the Charter was meant to be what its
language-, as published, connott'S and conveys.
I t was the disparity betwttn profession and
practice in regard to India that had evoked thewell-mown jibe from M. Molotov at the San
Francisco ('.onCerence: I I We have in this conference a delegation from India. But India is not
an independent country. We all understand
that a time will come when the voice of an
indeprndent India will be heard."
.il

The conception of Dominion Status assured
India, it is argued, is a rapidly changing
conception, with no finality as regards the extent
of the power transferred to or exercised or
exercisable by the leIf-goveming Dominions.
With the palling of the Statute of WestmiDlter,
they have a~uired the rigbt of cutting them.telva away frOm Great BritaiD aDd while they
remain allOdated with her, the only cane Dting
link between them aDd Britain is the Crown.
The Crown, however t caD be an effective link
to
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()nJy so long as it is recognized as such by the
Dominions, but it cannot be considered an unbreakablt" link.. Tht" recent war had served
c1earJv to indicate that dominions like Canada
and Australia might rt"gard it as propitious
and indispensable to thdr interests to exercise
the right of freedom of action to the extent
of aligning themselves for strategical and
military purposes intimately with the United
States instead of continuing their exclusive
dependence on Britain. The stresses and demands of national defence in the last global
<"onflict had demonstrably proved that, while
Britain could not adequately discharge her
obligations to the Dominions in that regard,
some of them could have those obliptions and
demands fulfilled better and more effectively by
-collaboration with the U.S.A., for instance.
Collaboration in the matter of Defence will
necessarily be accompanied by collaboration in
the matter of trade, tariffs, economic relations
and so on. If Canada and Australia and New
Zealand adopt an independent policy after
the war, inevitably a new conception of Dominion Status win spring into cxutence in which
the DomimoDi will be retainiDJ but a nominal
political connection and auociabOD with Britain
while develo~iDg new regional security and
trade conDCCbODS and asaociatioDS with other
powerful nations. When they do so, India canGOt be expected to tie henelf up with Britain.
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Unto that end India will have to prepare steadily
and unflinchingly from now onwards by making
herself self-sufficient and self-supporting in
regard to her own defence and security and by
rapid strides creating conditions in which she
can enter into such other regional arrangements
as the situation calls for. It is a process which
Britain herself cannot impugn in the face of
stem facts and realities, the sternest of them
being the presence in India during the war of
large contingents of Americans and Chinese,
besides British troops, ostensibly to ensure her
defence against Japanese aggression. Once India
is free in the genuine sense, ordinarily speaking,
she may desire to continue her friendly associa·
tion with Great Britain in the economic, cultural
and other spheres, unless she is compelled by
circumstances unforeseeable at the present
moment to cut off the British connection altogether. She would, like Canada or Australia,
enter into closer collaboration with the" Asiatic
bloc of countries, without detriment to her association with Great Britain.

As a last word, it must be said that India's
mind is now made up on the question of
national independence; she will have nothing less
than that. If the British Labour Government's
statement of September 19, 1945, reiteraterd on
February 1946, however, means that they will
seek the most expeditious way of implementing
the assurance of self-government, by setting up
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.a representative constituf"nt assembly to formulate a framework of self-government for India,
undeterred by threats of communal revolt or
other obstructions, and if they conclude a treaty
of union and friendship with India as an equal,
jt is just possible that even now the demand for
jmmediate dissociation and complete cutting off
of all association with Britain, will not be pressed
to its logical conclusion. That is the only way in
which Britain can do something to compensate
India for the humiliation caus~ to her by Mr.
Churchill's denial of the application of the
Atlantic Charter to this country. The future
is in the laps of gods and of the Cabinet Mission
.of Three.

CHAPTER

m

Problem of the Minorities
1 am one of those Indians who had not hesitated to advocate that India should wholeheartedly participate in war effort and co-operate
with the United Nations in crushing the Axis
Powers. But when I did so, I had before me
the vision of the bright future of my countrya future in which Indians will be free and
independent, in which Indians manage their own
affairs, Indian interests in all vital matters will
prevail unquestionably, in which poverty and
privation will have disappeared from India, and
education and enlightenment are widespread.
in which Indians will not be found grovelling
obsequiously before foreigners but will be able
to hold their ,heads proudly aloft and foreignerswho now dominate her destinies will themselves
have voluntarily abandoned their 5uperior attitude and realized that their place in India is as
fel1ow-citizens with Indians or not at all. It is
this vision that stimulated and encouraged me
to advise my countrymen to assist to the maximum possible extent in the prosecution of the
war because without an Alhee! victory therein ..
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the vision had no chance of becoming a reality.
A similar future is visualized for this country by
every true patriotic son of the soil, whether he
supported for some other valid reasons or was
opposed to war effort.
Throughout the duration of the war, India's
expectations of constitutional changes which
would have enthused and energised Indians to
vigorous participation in war effort did not
materialise, thanks to the reactionary antiIndian attitude of the Churchill-Amery-Linlithgow combine. A really serious attempt in that
direction was that represented by the Cripps
offer of March-April 1942, which, unfortunately,
was a still-born affair.
If Britain's offer of freedom to India after
the war contained in the Cripps declaration
had been ridiculed by Mahatma Gandhi as a
'post-dated cheque,' the most effective counterblast to that characterization that Britain could
have thought of was to demonstrate that it was a
cheque which India was in a position immediately
to cash at least in part. Thus alone could the
seal of faith, confidence, trust and co-operation
have been imprinted most authoritatively on
India's effective participation in the war and
would have laid the foundation for permanent,
friendly Indo-British relations and co-operation.
Thus could India have been induced to remain
a contented and happy and useful member of
the British Commonwealth, imparting it strength
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and vitality and deriving strength and vitality
from it in tum. Thus alone could the demand
in India for secession from the British Empire,
which, rightly or wrongly, is a vigorous and
live demand embodied in the suggestive phrase
" Quit India" have been neutralised.
But the opportunity was sadly and consciously missed by Britain. We had at the last moment
th<:- 1945 Simla Conference proposals postulating
transfer of power to an IndIan Governm<:-nt,
untrammelled by external vetoes and inhibitions. The failure of that conference is in a
way a failure of the British Government's policy
{)f continued conciliation of communal intransigence by the favourite Churchill-Amery panacea of internal agreement among Indian parties
and a dear illustration that the Indian problem
or deadlock is primarily a British Government
problem which can be solved only by resolute
British action.
.
This was followed by the general elections
in England and the defeat of the Tory Party
followed by the installation in office of a Labour
Government under Mr. Attlee's leadership, while
at the India Office, Mr. Amery. the very incarnation of reactionary diehardism as he showed
himself to be, was replaced by Lord PethickLawrence. The Labour Government made a
declaration on September 19. 1945, in which
they tried to retrieve the continued and persistent war-time blunder of the Churchill GOvern-
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ment of shelving the Indian issue by envisaging
certain steps for the speedy realisation of selfgovernment by India. As integral parts of the
declaration we had the holding of general
elections to Central and Provincial Legislatures
in India followed bv the establishment of an
Executive- Council repre-sentative of the political
parties and the setting up of a constitutionmaking body to frame a constitut!on for India.
It wa.c; a wise- mo\'e-the holding of the general
elections to Le-gislative Assemblies which had
become whol1y unrepresentative of war-time
changes in public ('pmion. But the Muslim League
which since tht" resignation of the Congress
ministries towards the end of 1939 had a clear
and unimpeded fidd for itsdf to propagate the Hindu atrocities propaganda, systematically worked up feeling in favour of the division
of India into two separate states-one Hindu
and one Muslim-and the establishment of
Pakistan, culminating in the Labore Resolution
on the subject.
The story of the other associated developments is now too recent a matter of history to
need detailed recapitulation in a book like this.
Suffice it to say that the Pakistan issue is
very much with us now, and while it has acquired an enormous propaganda value from
the League point of view it has, naturally, produced vigorous opposition from the Hindus, the
Sikhs, the nabonalist Muslims and othen
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who cannot blind themselves to the dangen implicit in dividing India. The fundamental and relevant consideration here is that
without any precise definition of Pakistan, without a clear exposition and elucidation of the implications of division, with everything in the
nature of the details of the proposed Pakistan
left completely vague and unsettled, it was
made the celural issue by the League in the
general elections.
On the other hand the Congress, the other
political organisation which fought the elections
on a country-wide basis as a closely-knit party,
put forward prominently the issue of "Quit
India" or India's independence. The Congress haA swept the polls on that issue throughout the country, whether in Hindu-majority or
Muslim-majority provinces. An overwhelming
majority of the Muslim seats were no doubt won
by the League on the Pakistan issue in Sind,
and the Punjab; but in the N.-W. F. Province,
and Assam, the two principal outposts of the
N.-W. and N.-E. Pakistan states, Congress
parties which stood by the Congress policy of
mdependence for a united India and against
Pakistan have been successful with majorities
enough to constitute provincial ministries. In
the Punjab too, though the League won the.
vast majority of Muslim scats, firstly, the
methods by which it won them cannot justify or
warrant the Claim that the voters voted for
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Pakistan and not for the Quran or for the slogan
of" Islam in Danger"; and secondly, the formation of a ministry by the League Party alone or
in coalition with others was out of the question.
A cl~er analysis of the election reveals, therefore, that the Muslim League's demand for outright division on the basis of these results for a
British Government declaration in favour of two
independent states in India and the setting up
of two constituent assemblies to formulate two
separate constitutions-one for Pakistan and the
other for Hindustan-is evidently a tall order.
I t involves shock tactics to which the British
Cabinet Mission consisting of Lord Pethick..
Lawrence, Sir Stafford Cripps and Mr. A. V.
Alaander, cannot legitimately give in.
We have surely our internal problems-our
(~ommunal problem, for instance-which we have
to tackle decisively and finally but amicably before
internal peace, progress and national independence can be a reality. Indians are not, and
cannot he impervious to the existence of these
problems and do not want to burke or minimise
tbem and British politicians definitely compromise
their reputation for statesmanlike and sympathetic handling of the Indian situation when they
attempt to rub in the consideration of their
existence as an insurmountable obstacle to the
unambiguous declaration of freedom and transfer of power to Indians.
Hindu.. Muslim differences even in their crys-
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talliscd form of the demand for Pakistan will
be adjusted in a friendly ~pirit when the breeze
of freedom begins to blow over the Indian soil,
when alone the adjustment and reconciliation
of those differences will be recognized as worthwhile and imperative by the disputants. Britishers, however, have the responsibility to assist in
the process by a sincere and earnest implementation of their declarations of freedom. Their
assistance will be warmly welcomed if forthcoming in an ungrudging and non-patronizing
spirit and as a spontaneous recognition of their
inherent responsibility in that regard. To our
regret, however, that had not been the spirit
which has so far actuated British attempts at
eliminating the communal canker. It is an
entirely unhelpful, 'divide and rule' spirit that
has actuated them. Let it be agreed that the
Communal Award is a monument or si~npost
of our communal irreconcilability; but it 15 not
also an indication of Britain's solicitousness for
Indian unity OT progress. It only demonstrated
the latter's eagerness to further widen our communal differences and to trade on them for ber
own political advantage.
Mr. Amery as the
high-priest of this spirit during his India Office
regime, showed himself a resounding success. His
policy and his speeches constituted a clever camouflage for his anxiety to vouchsafe the minority
communal inttrests a permanent veto over Indjan
progress and tbey bad been outstandi~g successes in promoting and stereotyping Muslim
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League recalcitrance. It will be the great and
unenviable responsibility of the Lord PethickLawrence mission to remove by their sympathetic but firm handling of the Pakistan issue the
bad legacy left by the Tory Government.

It is not a<; if any Indian nationalist who
believes in the great'destiny of his country is
anxious to deprive the ~fuslims of any portion
of their legitimate rights or to be a party to the
suppr("ssion of their language or culture or racial
indIViduality. It is a myth which is sedulously
cultivated to create an argument favourable to
the separate nation theory and to a particular
slogan, namely, Pakistan based on that theory,
when Mr. Jinnah and his League colleagues
proclaim that under a single Central Indian
Government, constituted on a democratic basis,
the Muslims will be reduced to the status of
perpetual helots and slaves. Nothing is further
from the thought of any sane or responsible
Hindu or Congress leader than to provide grist
to the Jinnah grievance mill by gratuitously
disregarding legitimate Muslim political or other
demands or to exploit their minority position to
their everlasting detriment and disadvantage.
Safeguards in a sufficient measure can be rro.
vided for the Muslim community as wei as
for other minOl ity communities in the constitu·
tiona I fi-amcwork in the moulding of which
Mus1ims, through their representatives on the
constituent assembly will undoubtedly hav,e an
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effective voice. And as to the adequacy and
nature of such saft-guards, the Muslims themselves can be the judges at the time of actually
drafting the constitution while disputed points,
jf necessary, l'an be referred to international
arbitration or settled through some other mutually agreed procedure. All these imperiltive
considerations are so well understood and clearly acknowledged and expressly stated several
times by Hindu leaders, both of the Congr("s~
and the Hindu Mahasabha persuasions, that it
is superfluous to repeat them. Gandhiji had gone
as far as any Congress leader could go when he
accepted the principle of division of India to
meet the League demand only to find that Mr.
Jinnah would have an immediate 16 annas Pakistan or nothing. The Congress resolution of August
1942, subsequently reiterated at BolIlbay in 1945,
incorporates the proposition that the provincial
units in an all·India Constitution will have the
largest measure of autonomy consistent with the
~afety and defence of the country and the need
for the discharge of some common functions by
a Central Government and that there can be
rcaligmnent of provincial boundaries.
But the consideration f'eferred to might be
reiterated just to demonstrate that Muslim
League apprehensions about Hindu domination
are entirely without foundation. I re~at them
to demonstrate the unwarrantedness of the demand for the division of India into communal
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'Zones or into independent communal states,
which in so far as it means an exhibition of the
cloven foot, by Indians, will only fill British diehards and would-be grabbers of Indian territory
with jubilation. I repeat them to show that the
argument about the unsuitability and the dangerous implications from the Muslim point of
view of a common Central Government for the
whole of India holds little or no water. On
the other hand a common Central Government
is an integral factor and an indispensable desideratum fOT the preservation of India's integrity
and independence in a world still pervaded with
the spirit of aggr.ession. To any powerful nation
intent upon territorial aggrandizement absence
of a strong, powerful central authority in India
claiming the maximum allegiance and loyalty of
all the component elements and units, will be an
invitation to indulge in its cupidity and India's
long history affords more than one striking illustration of the validity of this statement. India
parcelled out into two or more states will be
lncapable of resisting such aggression, particularly in view of the prospect of the di1Ferent
states that may be formed being actuated
by conflicting communal loyalties, impeding
their energetic co-operation with one another
in the event of division enforced by shock
tactics.
A fundamental point is that theocratic
states are an anachronism in modem times

whatever may have been their justification in
the later Middle ~cs. Only those nations are
strong and powerful and are capable of raising
their heads aloft whose component populations are prepared to substitute the principle of
a dynamIc loyalty to a common political ideology and common economic progress for the principle of communal or tribal loyalty. No patriotic Indian can contemplate the prospect that
division of the country involves with any degree
of satisfaction even as he cannot contemplate
with equanimity the substitution of one hegemony over the country by another, the latter of
which might be, presumptjvely~ far worse than
the former. Much less can he contemplate such
division when both Hindus and Muslims labour
under a common tutelage, the grip of which
shows no signs of resiling and which will .naturally and inevitably attempt to exploit division
to maintain its hold. It is not suspicion of
British intentions that induces this conclusion.
It is realisation of the fact that the instinct of
self-preservation will obstruct assertion of any
altruistic intentions unless forced by circumstanccs.
My yrincipal thesis, therefore, is that freedom wil prove an automatic solvent of all
India's problems which appear so formidable
aDd forbidding at pres('nt. Communities like
the Muslims, entities like the Indian States, and
interests like the British commercial interests
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aad the Civil Services will realise, once the
deadening influence of British control is withdrawn, that they have to adjust their view-points
to fit into the overpowering and omnipotent
factor of Indian national interests. It is an
inspiring and ennobling thing and at the same
time a wholly gratifying feature of the situation
that smaller minority communities like the
Indian Christians and the Parsis have on many
occasions unequivocally and unhesitatingly
proclaimed their loyalty to the ideal of a united
.and undivided India and resolutely discountenanced the claim for special protection and
special electorates, which have been the progenitors of the separationist tendencies and
<>f the demand for independent states within
The Indian
the larger state of India.
Muslims numbering about ninety millions,
though scattered over the country, are a vastly
bigger and more numerous community than any
<>ther minority community and are in a definitely stronger position to defend their rights against
potential encroachment or infringement if
attempted at any time. I am sure that once the
bright star of freedom dawns on the Indian
horizon, the fundamental patriotism of the
Muslim community and their loyalty to the
common motherland will assert themsel\1cs and
that they will realise, what is stern and obvious
reality even now to all thinking Indians, Hindus
and Muslims alike, that the scheme of Independent Muslim States in the north-east and north..

west of India is politically unnecessaryJ econo.mically and financially unsound, militarily
untenable and from the standpoint of solving the
communal problem ineffective and useless. A
redistribution of provincial boundaries is indubitably needed as much as a concession to the
principle of communal and cultural homogeneity of the provincial units as a matter of administrative necessity when the new constitution for
India is devised. But a horizontal division of
India as a concession to the ('lamour for commuIlal states, which may (or may not) eventually
turn out to be nothing better than a concession
to the principle of extra-territorial loyalty, must
be clearly ruled out as an infamous proposal.
The objections to the Pakistan proposal are
thus convincing and overwhelming even as the
arguments in favour of it are unconvincing and
lacking in practical force. A proposal like that
cannot be accepted and implemented to placate
even the strong religious sentiment of the Muslims while there is on the other hand the equally,
strong sentiment of Hindus and Sikhs against
it which can be opposed to it. It is arguable
that the elections to the provincial and central
Legislatures held from December 1945 to March
1946 have shown that the Muslim masses in the
Muslim majority areas have accorded to Pakistan their overwhelming, if not unanimous, support. The success of the League candidates in
these elections in the Punjab and Sind will be
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readily conceded; but the League will
to
concede on its side that in two other Muslim
majority areas, areas which in fact constitute
the outposts of the Pakistan States, the N.-W. F.
Province and the Assam, the League had lost
ground to the Congress. The elections do not,
therefore, prove anything conclusively, even if
we l{~ave out of consideration the fact not so well·
known that in the Punjab and the N.· W. F. P.,
as probably in the other provinces, the League
exploited to the maximum possible extent the
religious fanaticism of the Muslim masses and
systematically instilled the fear complex into
their minds.
I t was a shrewd and independent British
observer like Mr. H. N. Brailsford, the wellknown Journalist, who wrote opropos of the
League propaganda in the Frontier as follows:
"It (the League) never discusses the details of
Pakistan as an economic and political structure.
Its local record is bad; for its ministry ... was
notoriously corrupt. So it argues with all the
power of its lungs that Islam is in danger. To
counteract this appeal, one of the leading
Muslim divines is touring the province on behalf of Congress." It is only too well-mown
how League propagandists invited cc Divine
Displeasure" on any Muslim voter who voted
against the League candidates and how the propaganda reached enormous dimensions necessltat·
lng the issue of a serious warning to those

.
iDduJainl in iL

What the League could not do
by e1iiciclatiDg the economic and other aspects

oJ' Pakistan it tried

to make up by appealing to

religious bigotry. U
I am a Hindu; I am bred up on the idea and
all my education and culture have taught me
that India from immemorial times has been one
lingle geographical unit and has been regarded
for centuries as such by every ruler, including
the Muslims, who had made this country their
home. Lord Linlithgow, in December 1942, in
the course of his speech to the Associated Chambers of Commerce in Calcutta, stressed this
obvious fact, though he did not directly discountenance the Pakistan cry. Similarly Lord
Wavell, as Viceroy, stated in his speech to the
same body that one could not ignore geography
and nature. To me the scheme that India
should be vivisected into a number of communal states, independent of another, is ununder.tandable, inexplicable and abhorrent. But then
1 know that the same feeling still sustains and
inspires a very large Dumber of my Muslim
countrymen also. I hav(' talked to many of
them, and while naturally they feel strongly and
vehemently on the point that their political and
other rights should be safeguarded, they too
view with grave doubt and misgiving the demand
for independent Muslim states, which instead of
laying the ghost of the communal problem, which
is indubitably our most difficult proplem, raises

.
innumerable other complicated issues aDd minor
communal problems, which caD possibly be setded only by resort to extreme remedies like a
fratricidal civil war. It should do the hearts or
all of us good to recall here the forthright confession of faith in the ideal of a united India by
90 thoughtful and distinguished a Muslim as
Sir Mirza Ismail in his addresses to the Patna
and Dacca University Convocations in 1942.
" To me India, one nation, is a most inspiring
thought and a most reasonable one," he maintained in his Patna address, while at Dacca he
illustrated the geographical indivisibility of the
country by emphasising the fact that provincial
boundaries do not prove barriers to close interprovincial contacts and interdependence. He
reiterated his view subsequently at the Aligarh
V nivcrsity convocation also and in his address
to the Indian Political Science Conference held
in Jaipur in Deccmber, 1944. I may also recall
here the characterisation by another thoughtful
'Muslim, Nawab Var Jung Bahadur, Finance
Minister of Hyderabad, of the Pakistan theory
a!-i " absurd." The lact is that political, com-'
munal and regional peace in India will be completely destroyed for some decades at least if the
economic unity so essential to the promotion of
peace and prosperity of the people will be disrupted and mternecine strife will be substituted
for internal goodwill and co-operation by endeavours at an artificial dismemberment of the
geographical, political and cultural facton per-
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ennially and consistently making for
country's uqity and strength.

the

Then again when Mr. Jinnah claims that
Pakistan is the justest solution for our communal problems he is merely begging the question.
There are and must be a number of othrr
methods in which the problem can much more
satisfactorily be resolved than by jnsistin~ on a
remedy which is calculated to engender furious
internal strife before it can be an accomplishrd
proposition and which is calculated to perpetuate
that strife in an intensified form if ever it is
accomplished. British administrators and British policy in India for nearly a century and a
half strove incessantly for India's unity and I
consider it as one of the gratifying heritages of
British rule. amon~ a number of not so very
gratifying ones, which it has bequeathed to
India. It used to be distressing in the t"..xtreme,
therefore, when a Secretary of State like Mr.
Amery speaking in Mr. Jinnah's voice nonchalantly used to proclaim the infamous doctrine
that Britain would rather ..see divided and free
than that she would keep her various elements
chafing against Britain. He had in that one
sen tence repudiated a hundred and fifly years of
indefatigable British effort in this country in an
attempt to adopt the line of least resistance and
prevented India from advancing to her destiny
by surrendering to an extreme communal demand. The unity of India or India united and
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free is an unalterable article of faith with every
true Indian nationalist, Hindu or Muslim.
India divided, which Mr. Jinnah and the I.eague
demand, and divided and free which Mr.
Amery apparently preferred, is, on the other
hand, a contradiction in terms, a paradoxical
statement pregnant with the element of impracticability. It remaim to be seen now how far
Lord Linlithgow's and Lord Wavell's assertions
about India's geographical and natural unity
will be effective in neutralising the League's intensifying propoganda for Pakistan and whether
the Labour Government mission, now in India,
will fall into the same error as that of Mr.
Amery of jU'Itifying and sanctifying the "Divide
and Quit ,. demand.

I repeat my assertIOn that India divided cannot be free for long; it is a disruptionist's
panacr3 which inheres not only its own refutation, but a great danger to India's s~urity in an
atom-bomb era. In any case Mr. Jinnah and
his friends cannot maintain in one breath that
Islam is a great democratic religion, which it is
in fact, and in another propound and propagate
the un-Islamic idea that demoracy is unsuited
to this country and that Muslims cannot consent to a common central Government for the
whole of India in which they will play and are
bound to play a not inc.onspicuous or insignificant role.
Among the untried solutions of the commu-
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nal problem in India (untried became it was
p~y abandoned ever since the MintoMorley Reforms, which fint introduced the
electoral system on any large scale in India) we
have the scheme of joint electorates~ which are
calculated not only to foster a feeling of common
citizenship, cutting across communal and religious affiliations, but also to promote a sense of
communal national patriotism. The swing-back
to joint electorates will entail the country's living down of the last thirty-eight years of her
history, during which Muslim separatism has
been studiously and consistently encourged by a
~eries of concessions to the principle. of separate
electorates and special treatment of minorities
and so on. That it has proved a veritable
Frankenstein monster is evident from the recent
vociferous claim for separate electorates, independent state-hood for the scheduled castes and
for the buI};ing of the Poona Pact writtrn in the
ink of sacnnce and suffering of a noble saint
like Mahatma Gandhi, advanced by Dr. Ambedkar on behalf of the fonner.
Nevertheless the gradual reintroduction of
joint electorates is an effort worth making by all
Indian nationalists at the forthcoming constitution-making body under favourable conditions
with multi-member electoral constituencies and
proportional representation. It is a reform, the
difficulties besetting the pa th of resurrecting
which are worth facing and eliminating. It;
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however, the constitution-making body finds it
to be an impossible proposition, other alternatives may be tried. One of these is the sub~titution of a suitable system of representative
Government in place of the scheme of responsible Government OD the British model, which
however, is regarded in India as the ideal form
of Government, under which alone democracy
will flourish. The Kntimental attachment we
all possess for tbe responsible system will have to
be re-examined in the light of the peculiar
nature of the Indian problem and we may have
to make compromi~es if and where found neces~ary. So long as a genuine spint of democracy,
in the sense that all governments must ultimately
derive their inspiration, strength and power
from the governed and depend on the consent
of the latter is not sacrificed and its outward
form of responsible government is not hugged
to, so long ~ national freedom is guaranteed
and ensured, so long as India's unity is preservt"d and disintegrating tendencies are neutralised
and suppressed, compromises and adjustments
on det ails are not only inevitable but are to be
rt"garded as esstntial. Let us be perfectly ~lear
on the point that the supreme need is the maintenance of Indian integrity combined with
effective protection of the rights of every community. If we are clear on that, it follows that
it is impossible to agree to the demand that for
the preservation of unity and for common prolress we should fint of all acqueisce ia the

principle of division and dismemberment of
India. It is a paradox which is difficult to comprehend and is on a par with the paradox which
was widely ('urrent in international circles in the
pre-war years-that for the preservationofpearc
nations must be heavily armcd. The armaments race that this plea justified led inexorably
to war and did not succeed in preserving the
peace. Exactly in the same way, the disruption
-of Indian unity by establishing a number of
independent states within the country is inherent
with the danger of further disruption just as the
separate electorates principle introduced a-; a
stop-gap arrangement under the Minto-Morley
reforms led onlv to acccntuated demand for
separation and further separation, cluminating
in the Pakistan demand. The need, therefore,
is undeviatingly to adhere to fundamental principles, leaving the door open for adjustments in
details. Compromise is an essential and inescapable ingredient of politics. If in spite of these
supteme1y important considerations, Mr. Jinnah
and the League continue to demand outright
division, it is difficult to contemplate the consequences thereof. In the ultimate resort it may
be that it is only as at present inconceivable
contingency of a Hindu- Muslim civil war, if
the British decide to wash their hands of the
affair, that can settle the issue. Or if the British
are not so foolish or generous as to do that, it
will involve an indefinite continuance of their
~omjnation over India.
In either case, the

•
s-e.sponsibility Cor what happens will be on the
head. of those who have .tood in the way of an
amicable settlement, and who have thereby
impeded the attainment by India of her rightful
place as an independent nation in the comity
<Jf nations.
With regard to the responsible Government
principle itself, it is imperative to remember
that even in Great Britain, during the period of
stress represe-TIted by the war, an actual break.<lown in the parliamentary :,ystem was avoided
through the Engli3hman's well-known capacity
for political compromise, which made him realise that the executive should be a composite
one and that it should be left with as large a
measure of initiative as po!'sibIe consistent only
with its obligations to the electorates represented
jn Parliament. It is impos~ible to see why
there cannot be a similar spirit of compromise in
India in the national interests.
An all-India Federation. which will include within its embrace the British Indian
provinces as well as Indian States and which
will provide for a common Central Government
to discharge certain essential common functions,
therefore, obviously the most appropriate form
of constitution for a country like India. Within
the framework of the all-India constitutional
structure adjustments can be made which will
safeguard all legitimate and reasonable demands
of all interests and pa,rties. I t should be possible;
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if D~tions are carried on, on the plane
realitIeS and with a view to discover solution. to
the differences between the various communities
and interests, to find out such solutions which
will obviate the pitfalls of the League demand

for a literal practilisation of the ideal of selfdetermination. A very satisfactory and adequate solution may be a scheme involving (1)
an immediate readjustment of provincial boundaries by a Boundary Commission so as to make
the provincial units conform to linguistic, communal, and cultural divisions. Thus for example, the Punjab will be divided into a Muslim
Punjab, comprising the western districts where
the Muslims are in a majority, while the eastern
districts will be constituted into a separate province which will be a sort of composite provlDce
where Sikhs, Hindus and Muslun~ will be in
almost equal proportions; (2) the formation or
legislative lists in such a way that the provinces
will have the maximum possible authority in
all matters directly affecting the life and well.
being of the masses and the limitation of the
Central Government list to only essential common functions connected with Defence, CommWlication, Foreign Relations, Trade and
Commerce, coinage and currency, (3) the establishment of a convention by which the Premiership at the centre will be occupied by a Hindu
and Muslim and a member oftheotber minority
commUDity by rotation and (4) more extensive
• UR of the committee system, u in the U. S. A..
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Congress for ICcuring unanimity in regard to
legislative measures and to emure cordial relations between the legislative and the Executive,
and (5) the inclusion in the list of Fundamental
Rights clauses intended to guarantee protection
to the culture, religion and script of the various
communities, particularly of the minorities and
making a statutory provision that any measure
affecting these rights of the minorities can be
brought in or become a Jaw only with the vote
of a three-fourth majority of the members
belonging to that community or interest.
With India's unity safeguarded, rival, communal and other claims can thus be amply
provided for, whereas with these claims pressed
to the point of disruption, India, as such, will
surely disappear; and the land become a perpetual arena for the play of centrifugal forces
constantly endangering the security and independence of the different states into which she
has been cut up. Unity in diversity has been
India's foremost contribution to world's
philosophical thought; let us not lightly abandon
that heritage in pursuit of the strange dogma of
diversity as a preclude to unity. On the other
hand freedom and democracy are India's most
indubitable requisites. With freedom assured,
the details of the methods of enjoying that freedom and the division of power among the
various interests thereunder will be worked out
by negotiation and discussion among Indians as

•
a matter of inescapable necessity. Democtt.cY
as a mode of living is not a strange thing for
India, and if departure from the structure of
democratic institutions in the West, particularly
Britain, is essential to suit indigenous conqitions,
Indian genius will supply the remrdies thrrefor.
The British Government and the British Parliament can make a grt'at contribution to the
solution of India's problem, which has now
crystallised into a probJem of her division or unity,
for on independence there is unanimity. It is a
problem which constitutes a vital. suprtme
test of British professions and jntention~. Within the next few months, it will be known if
they have passed the test or failed.

CHAP'T'l.R IV

Civil Services, British Interests and Princes
1'\ ext to the communal problem we have the
problem of British commercial interests and of
the civil services, the lattcr of which ill particular
may choose to play the role of last dItchers in
the matter of interposing impediments to the
realisation of India's political aspirations. The
civil services do not alway" come out into the
open. They constitute, . however, the power
working from behind the scrcen, the invisible
arguments behind the steely reactionarum of
Mr. Churchill and Mr. Amery. They sustain the
latter and are in turn sustained by them. So far
as India's progress towards self-government and
freedom is concerned, they are likely to play the
part of the last refuge of diehard ism. The most
closely knit official corporation in the world, the
members of the Indian Civil Service constitute a caste by themselves whose! faith is inflexi·
bly pinned on big emoluments, unconscionable
privileges, entrenchment of routine and silent
obstruction to progre~ive reform. If self· governmen t in India has made some strides in the past,
it is largely in spite of the civil services, while

they are adepts in defeating in its details what
has been accepted and endoned in principle.
In the Secretary of State, to whom alone they
owe any genuine allegiance, they have a towrr
of strength, a loyal and steadfast supporter of
their cause and an instrument for the fulfilment
~f their demands and their favourite theories in
regard to administrative policies.
Kerping themselves within the shadow of
that functionary's protecting wings, the civil
services had successfully stared the popular
ministries in the Indian provinces in the fate
and nullified the ends and purposes of liberal
measurts of legislation by liberal administration
i>f the reliefs provided tbereby. The fact that
some of the Congress ministers showered encomia on good work of the civil servants does not
detract from the essential correctness of the
diagnosis made above. It is true that there is
a proportion of Indian members of the civil
service who regard that they owe a greater
loyalty to their country and some British members who feel the same towards the country
they serve, but it docs not necessarily extenuate
the greater loyalty a larger proportion, particularly of the latter, owe to an outside authority.
To the services, therefore, the continuance of
the sllJlus quo in India or in the alternative as
insignificant modifications in the prescnt constitutional administrative system as possible is a
coDSummation devoutly to be wished for. The
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oGovemment of India Act of 1935 is a constitutional inltrument which, from the Indian nationalist atand~int, is a mosaic of special powers
and reservatIons of essential authonty pIllS safe..
guards for this, that and the other interest.
Among the safeguards incorporated therein, the
most comprehensive and the most deleterious
from the point of view of India's self-government, are those for safeguarding tbe position
and prospects of the services. And while they
afford protection to the existing rights of the
latter, they restrict in the same measure the
effective control which popular ministers and
legislatures can exercise over them.
Let it be stated here clearly and definitely
that among responsible sections of public opinion in India there is strong opposition to a
continuance of rights and emoluments oL the
existing members of the Imperial services, they
cannot agr~e that these rights will continue under a self-governing constitution which should
have the right to modify the service conditions to
suit the altered circumstances. The Indian legis.lature's right to alter these rights to the country's
advantage in future cannot be restricted and in
any way essential modifications in the methods
of recruitment or conditions of service cannot
wait till the members of the so·called Imperial
services are prepared voluntarily to shed their
privileged position and status. In a free Ind~
o:cruitment to the I.C.S. and I.P.S. in England

da.

Dlustceaaeand DOt only will these services or
equivalents be maDDed.more Of las excluaiveJy
by IDc:liaDs but they will have cbeerfuUy to
reconcile themselves to the prospect of an in-

digenous Government's supervision and control.
It is just ~ble that we may not have aU-India
services of this description under self-government, because the provlDCial governments which
will be autonomous in a real sense would probably prefer to evolve their own methods of recruitment and conditions of service for their
administrative services. In any case the safe~Uardl incorporated in the Government of India
Actof 1935 for the services will have to go lock,
stock and barrel under a ~clf-goveming constitu..
tion, because they are ~ blatantly incompatible
with the &ee working of such a constitution. A
civil service has indeed an important place in a
country's administrativc structure; but democratic self-governmcnt is patiently incom.P.'tiblewith the existence of a civil service which virtually dominates the Government of the day
instead of being an instrument of its policie;,
which is its real function and role. In two
directioDs a change in the existing position is
desiderated uDder a free Indian constitudon : fint,
all the administrative servict$ should be recruited in India herself as the f(sult of o~ compc-tition held under the auspices of an Indian
Public Service Commission and secondly, a ~vi
sion in the scales of pay of the all-India services.
should be made so as to bring them into con-
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fonnity with the general economic conditions
the masses and the capacity of the Indian
finances to bear them without detriment to the
progress of the people. I am sure l that there
wiD never be a dearth of sufficient number of
Indian" of the requisite calibre who will be prepared to shoulder the responsibility for the
('Ountry's administration on emoluments which
thus ~ar a better and closer approximation to
the economic condition of IndIa than what il)
the case now.

Similarly to the British commercial interests,
India may be prepared to concede a position of
honourable existence, etc., with a very pertinent
and very reasonable conditic;m that that any
c.oDcession to them does not cut across the
rights and the promotion of Indian commercial interests. For the former to expect or
demand special or .privileged treatment in a
free India which will be 'pITJudicial to Indian
national interests or will Involve the sacrifice of
the latter would be to demand and expect the
inconceivable. There is a limit to a country's,
as to an individual's, altruism and in the case of
India that limit has been reached so far as accommodating British commercial' interests is concerned. To the extent that the latter desire to
fUnction in India and co-operate with Indians
in building up their country's economic and
industrial future their co-o~tion will be welcome. Indeed it is possible that India will
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reqqire the aid of British capital and the asaillance of 'technical ~neJ in building up her
own economic and Jnd\lltrialstructure; but that
will be on India's own terms and not viu WISIl.
There can be co-operation and assistance but not
domination or even _partnenhip which amounts
to domination. It follows from this tbat Briti.-;h
interests will have to accept the iD~tabi1ity of
the need for their throwing in their lot with
Indians and collaborating with them on terms of
equality. If they can by their attitude and conduct ensure for themselves a secure place in the
country's heart, by providing demonstrable evidence of their good-will towards this country,
it will be mutually advantageous and profitable.
I t will indeed be a permanent factor in promoting the economic stability and self sufficiency of
the British Commonwealth in the present post·
war era with economic competition becoming so
intense between the bigger Powers like Britain
and the U.S.A. India eagerly awaits the British
Government's decision regarding the repayment
of India's sterling balanc~ _
OD
that
decision will largely depend the prospects or
(riendly Indo-British collaboration in the econa.
ink and commercial spheres. Too much sentiment is mixed up with too little of pronClless to
tmanclal justice towards India in the consideration of the sterling balances question. Freedom
from want, so far as India is concerned, is interlinked with rapid industrialisation and expedi...
daus progresa of her post-war reconstruction
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plans. But industrialisation and execution or
these reconstruction plans are in their tum
linked in a large measure with the release (jf her
sterling accumulations and their utilisation to
secure supplies of essential machinery and equipment from the United States and the United
Kingdom. There can be neither scaling down
nor repudiation of these balances consistendy
with financial fair-dealing with India. It is a
matter connected with India's economic freedom
or Swarttj, which is as, if not more, important
than political freedom or Swaraj. The unanimous demand of public opinion in India in this
respect has constTained Government to announce that negotiations for the utilisation of
sterling balances will be unfettered by any
extraneous considerations.
Side by side the C.ommercial Discrimination
of the Government of India Act of 1935
also require to be abrogated. The retention of
these clauses, which were the results of a conces~jon to British interests which made a deed set
to have them accepted at the Round Table
Conferences, in a self-governing constitution for
India will involve serious impairment to the
freedom of the future Government of India to
order the commercial and fiscal policies of the
country in the national interests. We are' sure
that the British interests will make a similar
deed set during the forthcoming constitutional
discuWons to ensure the continuance of thelle

dause~

dausa.. Sueb .efforts wiD Oldy create exasperadOll and annoyance, ace ally foreign interests
in Inc.Ua, British or other, caD have a place in
the future India only on the baAs of goodwill
aDd OD the same terms on which they have a
place in any other COUDtry which enjoys freedom.
Lastly we have the complicated problem of
the Indian Princes to settle if Indian unity and
political stability are to be permanently ensured.
Let us acknowledge the basic cansideration that
in the scheme of an all-India Federation, of
which a common Central Government for the
whole country is an integra1 need, the Princes
mu&t find a place and c;annot be jgnored. A
first class difficulty is, however, likely to be encountered in reconciling the imperative requirements of a free and democratic constitution with
the treaty rights and satllls by which the Princes'
relations with the Paramount Power are determined and on the rec:oguition and guaranteeing
which the Princes arro insistent. The latter's
case in relation to Indian freedom ... presented in a brief but comprehensiw oosnpass by
lL H. the Jam 8aheb of Nawanagar in an
address before the East India AIsoc.iation. of
London on December 3, 1942, when the speaker
declared that "baaica11y our demandi ,have
always been the Ia1DC : firat the mainteuanee of
the treaty rights under tile egis of the Crown,
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and secondly, effective aDd .tu1Iiciaat afcparda."

we.

Tlu: Jam Sabeb agreed that "
have at least
the lame ideal as other patriotic Indians of a
united India, but we equally well hold that we,
.as Princes, have an historical and individual
contribution to make to it jUit as the other great
-elements in the political picture." More progressive and healthy sentiments have been expressed by H.H. the Nawab of Bhopal, who occu·
pies a similar position of Chancellor of the Princes
·Chamber at present in his address to the Chamber on January 17, 1946. ,; With the approach
,of the time when India's constitutional future
will be finally decided, the Indian Princes are
naturally anxious to know what position they
will occupy in the picture of that future. They
have repeatedly afiirmed through their spokesmen that they are as fully anxious as anyone
·else to see that India occupies a high and
honourable place in the comity of nations and
that they, as an order, will not place any obstructions in the progress of IndIa to her goal of
.freedom and greatness." To that extent the
Princes' attitude is highly commendable; but
·even so it is obviously a negative attitude. What
India expects of them is a positive contribution
to the solution of the Inditln problem, a positive
-declaration of their preparedness to participate
in the formation and functioning of an all·India
Federation or an all-India Union. The recent
statement or the representative PriDces like the
llawab or Bhopal aDd the Maharajah of Bikauer
..-d othen pro9icIe aD ample inclicatioD tbat
I

they an: tbIly aware of their obHgations and
mponaibilitleS in this vital matter and that while
tbey await the evolution of the picture of the
IU~ constitution, they will play their patriotic
part in. facilitating the formulation of a constitution in which fieedom win be rccondl~ with
national unity, when the time arrives for it.
In the meantime it is necessary to emphasize tw()
considerations. First, the principle must be
recognistd and implemented that any changes
in their traditional relations with the Crown or
with other authorities win be instituted in consultation with the States. Secondly, the Princes'
on their side should move with the times and
introduce COD.\titutional reforms actively associating their subjects with the Government of
their territories and undertake economic and
other reforms which will improve the standard
of living of the states' peoples. The first condition has been conceded to the states in the
course of Lord WaveU's speech to the Princes
Chamber on January 17, 1946, and it is for the
Princes collectively and individually to implemalt the growing and legitimate demand for
self-government within tbtir States. The socalled Chamber of States Peoples adopted by
the Princes Chamber on January 18, 1946 is an
important document which is illustrative of the
~ive forces at work in the Princely Order.
e Otamber can beneficially utilise ,its autbo8lld. influence to lee that dda dlarU!r or
. tI is J*OCJaimed and ialpleaeatttl by 6e

=.
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Ruler of every Indian State. But that is ooIy
preliminary and the tint step in the direction 6f'
progressivism demanded of the Princes. It must
be followed up by the setting lJP of popular
legislative and representative if not r~nsible
governments in every considerable state, if possible by tht- time the constitution:'framing body is
set up to frame the future Indian constitution.
There is no gainsaying the fact that Indian
India has a contribution to make to the future
Indian progress and that some of the States are
repositories of Indian traditions and culture in a
more distinctive ~ense than British Indian tertitories. The wholesale abolition of the Indian
States is, therefore, an unthinkable proposition.
But c9.ually unthinkable is the proposition that theStates administrations can remalD perpetually in
the position of benevolent autocracies and that
States' subjects can be constrained to remain
non-participants in the governance of their own
affairs. The Princes too cannot undeviatingly
adhere to their treatv rights and sanads in their
original form and refuse to accept reasonable and
necessary modifications and alterations in them
to suit the demandR of the changing times. They
are, as has been pointed out above perfectly
willing to accept essential changes, while from
time to time changes and alterations in the
Paramount Power-Princes' relations bad taken
place either through interpretation of treaties by
the Political Department or by usage or other-

wiae che recent aasuran~!l' Lord WaveD that
eO)' could be CODD
in any proposed
chaps must be reassuring to tbem.
Unsustainable also is the indictment that
the Princes are impervious to the need for iutro-clueing constitutional reforms within their respective States, which are intended, in varying
degrees, to associate their subjects with the
GoVernment. Mysore, Baroda, Bikaner, Kashmere, Travancore, Cochin, Gwalior, Jaipur.
Dewas Senior and Junior, are among some of
the States which have representative Legislative
Assemblies functioning within their territories
for a number of yean. Hyderabad, the b~est
Indian State, ha. also fallen in line already wltb a
scheme of constitutional reforms in which functional representation forms an imporU¥lt feature.
The Reform Movement can defiOitely be more
rapid in the case of some States and dle reform'>
actuaDy introduced can be more ltberal in the
case of othen. Neverthdess the trend of events
is in itself unmistakable and constitutes a
'favourable augury for British and Indian
India's healthy and purposeful co-operation
in the future. If everytlUng goes well it is
possible to regard the States as potential supporten of an aU-India Federation, in spite of all
that has ba~ed in the past one decade and
-which had rCSulted in the Federal part of the
1935 Act being kept in abeyance.
ThOle Statcll which have ~ iodiffet-
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.ent SO far to the claims and demands for p~ra
sive reforms will also find it exceedingly difficult
to resist the time spirit, even jf they may be
inclined to delay the acceptance of the same.
With BritUh India enjoying freedom and the
benefits and advantages of democratic institutions, the Princes firstly, cannot indefinitely
refrain from throwing in their lot with the rest
-of the country; and secondly, they cannot stem
the tide of freedom ideas from overstepping
territorial boundaries and compelling them to
accept larger and bigger changes. Ideas and
thought-currents cannot be obstructed from
jumping over frontiers, and even where tbe
frontiers arc those of independent nations, they
have a natural tendency to penetrate through
them. In the case of India, of which the States
form geographically integral units, impediments
attempted to be placed in the way will be still
less potent. UIsterism or a policy of isolation
will be an impossible and impracticable one for
the States to adopt. The fundamental and
vital mistake of Congress policy vis-a-vis the
States in the past had been that Congress or
a dynamic section of it showed itself anxious to
force the pace of reform instead of enabling the
time-factor to enforce changes, which outside
pressure might be incapable of accomplishing.
Meanwhile constitutional agitation within the
States should continue either as a corrective to
, the Princes' rcactionaryism or as an inducement
, ito further and larger rdorms where reforms have

."

been

already
promulgated.
It may be asserted without contradiction that
the vast majority of the Princes will not be insuperable obstacles either to the unity or the
freedom of India. Their patriotism is unquestionable according to their own protestations and
the historical traditions to which they are professedly attached should be respected wherever
possible. Even if aU the States do not come
mlo a self-governing all-India Union immediately it is constituted, tbey are bound to come
in latet, when they realise the ddinite and
undoubted advantages in doing so, advantages
which they cannot fougo particularly in the
mattf'r of Defence and other common !ervices.
Suitable provisions can therefore be incorporated
in the future constitution to facilitate their doing
so. I t is not beyond the range of probability
that the Paramount Power, to whom they now
look 6)r protection against reformist agitation
and are prone to look up to for guidance in
many cases, will itself have to agree tbat the
protection that it can vouchsafe to them will
become progressively insignificant, unless of
course it is prepared to countenance the contingency of rngaging itself in continuous conflict
with the Government of a free India over
Princes' rights and trt"aties. That is an unthinkable proposition even as it will be an untt"nable
and unworkabJe arrangement, in ~ractice and
.he Princes will discover that allegiance to an
extraneous Paramount Power will place both-
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parties in an anamolous p03ition, involving M it

will the exercise by Britllh Crown of d yarchic

function partly as Paramount Power and partly
working as a government responsible to the
Indian Legislature. But I am sure the Princes'
love of their motherland and statesmanlike instincts will assert themselves long before any of
these contingencies arise and they are not likc:ly
to continue to depend on what may prove to be
a broken reed.
In the meantime the Princely Order has
some internal problems of its own to settle in
order that its part in the constitutional, political and administrative future of India mav be
really effective. In the first place, there is' the
problem of the numerous small states, which
have limited financial resources and whose administrations cannot possibly come up to modern
standards at any time if left to themselves. It
is imperative that either these states should be
abolished -as separate units or that they should
be amalgamated witj1, British Indian te~itory
after a reasonable settlement of the clai
of
their rulers. Other States, which
small but which are nonetheless n~~=iG~~~
to provide a civilised 1ystem of.A
and ensure reasonable stand
for their subjects, must consent
pooling of their resources am
alsure that these conditions are
second place, the financial and U.-
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or the States, which had 10 far remained unetrectcd by modem trends, wip have'to be reviled
with a view to enable their Government to proceed with the execution of nation. building, development and reconstruction programmes. It
p

is an indispensable need of a free India that all
par!S thereof should progress economically on a
Uniform basis or at least should strive to attain
such uniformity.
A very important point that needs empbasis
is that freedom from want, one of the late President Roosevelt's now famous Four Freedoms.
is India's greatest and most pressing need. Poli...
tical freedom that Indians demand is not an end
in itself; it is mainly a means to the procurement of economic freedom which in her present political state, she has inconspicuously
little. Political freedom is fundamental to
India because it will invest an Indian Government with authority in the formQlation
economic, industrial and fiscal policies in the
interests solely of the Indian population, because
it alone facilitates their formulating adequate,
large-scale measures on a planned basis for the'
banishment of poverty, low standards of Jiving,
disease, filth aDd dirt from the land and enables
India to de.velop into a strong and healthy
~D. When we shed the shackles of our
polI~cal d~euce, we, as a nation, will un...
i:loubtcdly achieve spiritual satisti.cdon. But
.M: as a nation can.attaiD physical and mental

or
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satisfaction only when poverty and want, which
stalk the land and strike any foreigner coming
to this country straight in the eye, as they did
the members of the British Parliamentary DeIe-gation who visited India in January 1946, are
banished therefrom. I t is a regrettable and miserable confession to make, but it is a fact that this
country is a striking example of the continuous
paradox of poverty in the midst of plenty, which
Europe and other Western nations experience
only at exceptional periods of intense depression.
Her vast agricultural economy can produce
enough food to sustain her population, even
though it is unfortunately growing at an alarming pace in recent decades. It is true that that
economy broke down during the period of war
and that natural calamities as well as human
exploitation had resulted in a widespread famine
in 1943, and that the ghost of famine continues
to baunt the country aven in the year of grate
1946. But for any country to enjoy the fruits
of real wealth and real prosperity, it is indispensable irw this age not only that the balance between her agricultural and industrial economies
must be evenly struck but that both industrial and agricultural develol?ment should takethe fullest advantage of the SCIentific and technic;al improvements and researches that have taken
place m recent years. It is unfortunate that so
tar comparatively little effort has been made to·
apply modem scientific research to Indian agriculture so as to increase the yield of agricultural

produce and to make two blades of grass grow
Where ODly one was growing before. It is unfartuDate too that Indian iDdusU'ialiaation ba"i
been the painfully, almost exasperatingly, slow
process it has been. British altruism towards

Indian industrialization stopa short at enabling
it to attain only such d~ree of development an
will not interfere WIth the interests of
British industries themselves and India's tariff
policies, notwithstanding the fiscal autonomy
which she is supposed to enjoy, have invariably
been influenced, if not actually shaped, by th("
India Office and the Secretary of State, not n:ways in the country's interests.
Political freedom is, therefore, the silll qua
of economic freedom and is the sole method
by which the present subordination of India's
welfare, perceptible, or imperceptible, to Britain's
caft be avoided. It is unenlightened self-inter·
est on the part of Britain that permits this
subordination to be woven into her policy 10wards India's economic progress; and.it provides the most telling explanation of India's
present incredible poverty and a justification
for the relaxation of Britain's grip on this COUDtry's affairs. It is a demand the inherent
justification for which should have fully impreSlW
cd itself on British commercial and political
circles; for an India industrially advanced and
economicaUy better off, can be a more beneficial
muket fOr British goods and a politically free
lima
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India is more likely than not to agree to continuance of economic, trade and commercial relation~ with Britain which would be mutually
advantageous. The Grady Mission's report, for
instance, constitutes a sad commentary on the vast
but wasted opportunities in India's industrialization during the war and also an indication of
thl' immcU\c industrial potentialities she possesses,
which could have been canalised into purposeful and profitablf:' channels. India's war-time
pro~perity was consequently of a \'cry insignificant nature compared with the industrial boom
which prcvailed in fhe Cnited States and Britain
during that period. But whatever may have
happened in the past, India will not tolerate the
continuance of these conditions any longer.
Her economic tariff and industrial policies must
be formulated and administered by her own
people in their own interest~, and she must be
in a position to ensure that the masses of her
population are safeguarded in their enjoyment
of the Freedom fmm Want which is their most
imperative desideratum. Post-War Reconstruction plans of various descriptions and formulated
by various Governmental authorities are now
holding the field, and it is gratifying that we
have at last an acknowledgment of the imperativeness of economic development and reconstruction taking priority over other things. A
period of social upheaval such as we have now,
18 the best period for inducing an appreciation
of the need for stabilising social security and the
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plans that are formulated require co-ordination
by a National Government in the interests of
the Nation as a whole. A National Government
or a Government which is free to act for
the Indian masses thus occupies the pivotal
place in the reforms that the Indian situation
DOW demands.
.

CHAPTER V

America and India's Freedom
In the determination of the structure of the
post-war world and in the formulation of policies
which constitute the foundation of that structure and its functioning the United States of
America's position is one of supreme pre-emin<>nce. Alike by the unique position she holds
among the Cnited Nations and by the ideals
and the view-points by which her policy was
inspired prior to her becoming an active belli.
gerent 10 December 1941, alike by the fact that
she occupied a front-rank position as the' Arsenal of the Democracies and as the major partner in the Allied Nations which brought about
the defect of the Axis and bv the fact that her
national leaders, irrespective of political denominations acknowledge in an unstinted and forthright manner the need for holding aloft the
banner of democracy, freedom and human personality, the United States ha~ established itself
as the undisputed leader of the United Nations.
The relations between the United States or
America and Britain have recently been further
strengthened by the close liaison maintained by
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their military General staff's on the one hand
and by the anxiety to preserve the secret of the
atom-bomb which they share with each other.
The United Statcs has also definitc1v thrown
her influence and prestige on t}l(! $i~:lt· of the
evolution of a world order and her <lctivc participation, through her accredited repres~nt3.ti\'es,
in the San Francisco Conference and in the
deliberations of the Cnited ~atiom Organisation and its subsidiary bodies is proof po;itive of
the widespread recognition in that country and
by its present administration of the signilic.lJlce
of playing an activc part in the prolllotinil . mel
preservation of pC3\C.

It is in view of these consideratiom; that
India looks to America. for an unf]ualifled appreciation of her view-point, her demand for
freedom and her national aspiralinm. It is in
view of them too that the British liovernment
are apparently so anxiouc; to cultivate Am,-rican
opinion and ~ccure American approb.lt ion to
their policy in India. An irresistible conclusion to be drawn from the unceasin~ and uninterrupted flow of British propaganda into the
United States in connection with India is that
Britain's conscience is not immune from qualmn
on that score. American doubts and interrogations about India are becoming more and more
insistent. The late Mr. Willkie's pointed references to the questionings he heard in the East
about America's attitude to Indian freedom did
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upset the equilibrium of the British statesmen
and !\Ir. Churchill's assertion about Britain
holding on to what she has, was regarded as
being directly provoked by Mr. \Villkic's statement referred to.
To ca<itigate Mr. \\'illkie or other Americans like Mr. Phillips for making the statements
about India which they did, as some Britishers
do and as some backwoodsmen among Americans themselves are doing is, however, really to
empha~i~e and givC' point to the argument that
" by Ollr silence on India we have already dra\t n
heavily on our reservoir of goodwill in the East. U
Mr. WiIlkie was perfectly nght and justified in
saying that India's was the one question that
confronted him on his round-the-world flight
and that perpctuatly rose with a huge interrogation mark from Cairo to Chungking, from the
land of the Phocnix to the land of Confucious
the \,·jc:.;c. "India is our problem," asserted
Mr. \\,illkic ; c. the Indian problem is the United !\ations' problem," declared ~lr. Phillips.
Indians wholeheartedly concur and feel that the
need for India's freedom should be recognised
• by the wise men of the \Vest as it is by the wise
men of the East, as the principal fundamental
part of the United Nations' strategy for winning
the peace now that war had been won.
lt is essential that in the United States the
realization of the supreme consideration that
India's freedom is indIspensable for the preser-
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vation of the peace in the Pacific re'tioD if
Dot the whole world should iDte-nsify. At
present a tremendous volume of propaganda
IS going on in that country on behalf of the
British Government, compared to which the
presentation of India's case in the eorrect perspective and from the nationalist Indian vIewpoint amounts to but a feeble endeavour. By
India's case, I mean what the words actually
convey and not her case from any particular
political anglt' like the Congress or th(' LC:lgue
angle. ~fr. Louis Fischer, Mr. Edgar Snow,
Mr. Drew Pearson. Miss Pearl Buck among
others, besides Indians and Indian organisations
interested in India's freedom have been energetically putting forward facts and emphasizing
realities. The work done in this connection by
Mrs. Pandit at the time of the San Francisco
Conference and for some time subsequently is
really praiseworthy. But such work must be
continuous and unremitting; for there is a huge
flood of anti-Indian propaganda flowing from
the British Information service sources and
swamping the United Slates which has to be
countered even as there is a lot of ignorance ~tiIl
among the American public, as Miss Pearl
Buck's articles in the Indian press showed, which
• has to be dispelled. We require more men of the
type of Mr. Louis Fischer from among the Americans themselves, who will state India's case and
stateit with restraint and dignity and impartiality.
Nationalisf India does not of coune want her
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view-point to be distorted by either overstatement
or under-statement. There is no need to resort to
exaggerations and to paint the picture in lurid
colours even as there is no useful purpose served by
interested persons putting it in an inconspicuously low key. After all the point should not be
lost sight of that India's anxiety is not gratuitously
to lower Britain in the world's estimation or to
gain a mere argumentative ad\'antage over her,
but more especially to secure a correct appreciation of her legitimate national aspirations. She
wants Britain to play fair towards her, to assure
her in practice the freedom which she has assured
us in theory, to quicken the pace of the fulfilment of her own declarations and more than all
to carry out her professed intention to entrust
Indians with real iluthority in the management
of their affairs which will provid(' an unerring
indication of her good intentions towards India.
She, in brief, expects Britain to act in such a
way that the British Empire with the big 'E'
will in fact be transformed into a Commonwealth of Nations, in which India will occupy
as honoured and as significant a place as either
Australia or Canada or South Mrica, if she does
not actually elect to go out of it.
The one outstanding question, therefore, is
where does America stand in this matter? How
far are the American Government and her
President Mr. Truman prepared to go in impres.
sing on their British ally and the British Govern..
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ment across tht Atlantic that they should tackle
the Indian problem in right earnest and declare
India a free and indtpendcnt nation, free to
evolve her own policies with rtgard to world
peace and order. It is quite evident that
President Truman has his own national problems to tackle and it is true also that the
United States Go\,ernment have their own problems of post-war peace and internal reconstruction to deal with and that they cannot be expected to give any thought to an extraneous
problem like the Indian one. Moreover, it
would be unusual if they arc to concern themselves directly in a matter which is, technically,
an issue between India and Britain alone. All
intelligent Indians realise these important limitations; and they do not expect that either the
President of the U. S. A. or her Government
will be in a position to take any direct interest
in the settlement of the issue of India's freedom.
But a point of view, which is probably not so
fully recognised, is that the United States has
a direct interest firstly, in the defence and security
of the Pacific and Indian ocean regions, in
regard to which a free India can play an effective and distinctive role, and secondly, that
the United States, as a great industrial country
which requires an expanding overseas market
for her goods, is interested in seeing a huge
country like India fi·te and prosperou!, in the
context that a free and prosperous India will be
a potentially huge buyer of American goods and
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services. Indian public opinion is remarkably
pro-American, and if the American Government
can take any heed in furthering the cause of
India's frn'dom. they will be doing so not only
for India's sake but for the sake of the U. S. A.
herself.
Let the t; .S.A., her Government, and people,
in considering the Indian standpoint and in
deciding what should be their own attitude
vis·a-l.,is that standpoint, constantly bear in mind
the objecti,.,ts fi)r which and the circumstances
whi( h they ha\'e been forced into the war. For
more than two years, between 1939 and 1941,
the t:.S A., was an interested looker-on, while
Europe fought her battles against the Teutonic
hordes, while France collapsed and the blitzkreig
against Britain was at its iJercest, while the Germans dcliberatclv attacked Russia and involved
themselves in an 'inextricable mess, which clearly
proved to be the beginning of their ultimate
and unconditional collapse. American opinion
was o\'cn... helmingly isolationist; the Munroe
Doctrine was eagerly hugged to as a last refuge
by a Kat ion immensely reluctant to enter directly into thc conflict but perpetually apprehending
Axis subversivc designs within their own territories and on the American continent; and her
administration was eagerly searching for a via
media between direct intervention, extension of
help to Democracies and continued isolationism.
Between July 1940 and the disaster at Pearl
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Harbour on December 7, 1941, President Roosevelt's utterances revealed a firm and undeviating
adherance to democratic ideals and intense
horror of totalitarianism, the hard and constant
stru~g)e he had to put up to prevent isolationism from gaining ascendency, to educate public
opinion about the immense onrushing dang<'r of
an Axis attack upon America's inte~rilY and
prepare the ground for the eventuality in which
the United States might tind her!)clf directly
involved in the war but all the time l11akin~ the
supremest endeavour to keep the democratic
forces well supplied with the sinews (If war
under the now well-known scht'me of " LendLease." Vnderneath all the concrcte mea~urcs
taken by ~fr. Roosevelt and supplying their
most d) namic motive force was a fl.lI11ing trust
in the democratic way of lift', in demonacy itself
and in the power and the dlic.acy of democracy
to survive. "In the face of the great perils
never before encountered, our strong purpose is to
protect and to perpetuate the intcgrity of democracy," he declared in his speech on January 20,
1940, on the occasion of his inauguration as
President for the third term. "For this we
must muster the spirit of America and the faith
of America. 'Ve do not retreat. \Ve are not
content to stand still." Similar sentiments were
expressed by Mr. Roosevelt oftentimes subsequently.
Things moved rapidly after japan's declara-
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tion of war and her tr~acherous blow against
the unwary American fleet at Pearl Harbour.
American isolationism found itself isolated almost overnight and the United States became as
directly, completely and deeply involved in war
as either Britain or Russia. Her responsibility
was two-fold: not only had she to feed the democratic war machine 'in three continents as she
had been doing previously but keep her own
Army, Navy and Air forces fully and continuously supplied with machinery and equipment.
The destruction of the A.'\is forces, their complete annihilation became not only an ideal to
be promoted by rendering assistance to others
but an o~jective to be directly and adequately
and indefatigably pursued by herself through
the sacrifice of her own man-hood. It was a
colossal task which she undertook not only in a
spirit of service to others but as a fundamental
factor in her own survival and self-preservation.
The immediate and all-engrossing task be..
fore the U.S.A., the central objective and purpme of her endeavours being accomplished as
a result of the defeat of the Axis, she is now
confronted with the equally or perhaps more
important objective, namely, the implementation of the principles of the new \Vorld Order
in which the Four Freedoms which President
Roosevelt enunciated and which have since con..
stituted the basic underlying principles of
America's post-war policy and aims could be
realized to the ma.ximum possible extent.
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Freedom from \\'ant, Freedom from Fear,
Freedom f rom Exploitation and Freedom of
Worship-they arc noble conceptions all and
immensely inspiring as ideals for which man will
dare fight and die or, more correctly, fight to live
for and enjoy. "'hether the Atlantic Charter
exists or not as a concrete document duly signed,
these principles which are bast"d on the proclaimed clauses of that Charter will not lose their
validity for humanity aspiring for peace and
real progress.
If th("<;(' aims and aspirations are to be
fulfilled and the Four Frtedoms established
throughout the world as the ba"es of the ". orId
Charter of Freedom, the United States will
have to accept the implication of the statement
of Mr. \VilIkie that to win the peace three things
seem necessary: H First, we must plan for peace
on a global basis: second. the world must be
free economically and politically, for nations and
for man, that peace may exist in it ; thirdly, that
America must play an active, constructive part
freeing it and ke('pjn~ the pt"3ce." It is necessary to reckon with the possibility that not all
these aims and ideals can pe attained unreservedly and completely in the near future in this
essentially imperfect and un-ideal world. It
is probable that disappointments and failures
will block the path of the reformer and render
achievement incommensurate with aspiration
and endeavour incommensurate with idealism.
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What happened after the 1914-18 Great War
is a st~rn and painful reminder to us of this grave
and mherent danger. Nevertheless if even
partial success in these directions, the end of
which is a better world than the one in which
we live now, is to be attained, the aspiration
must be clear-cut, the ideal inspiring and the
endeavour resolute and unwavering. The
United Statt"s admittedly failed to rise up· to
expectations at the end of the first world war
mainly because she went into it less for the
achievement of any specific high aim or objective
or in pursuit of a grea t cause which could inspire
men, but more as the result of a passing phase of
revcngt" fiJr some' inhuman' acts perpetrated by
Germany. ~Iore correctly speaking, she drifted
into it almost:unawares, partly rushed offher feet
by propa~anda and partly out of indignation at
Germany's brutalities. \\'hen victory was gained
she retired-perhaps over-precipitately-into her
isolationist shell. She repudiated her own President and commitments and plans in pursuance
of the illmion that thereby she could keep herself
perpetually aloof from what were designated as
'European entanglements.' President Wilson
returned to his countrv to confront a hostile
Congress which over'turneJ his League of
Nations apple-cart and voted in favour of
U.S.A.'s non-participation in the functioning of
that body and in the moulding of its fortunes •

.

The League bad proved a regrettable failure
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for other reasons too, besides American non-cooperation, but that was at least one of the principal reasons that contributed to the debacle that
overtook it. In any case, it did not fail because
of anything notably deficient in the ideals which
inspired those who conceived and founded it,
which would justify the conclusion that it involved a reflection on the ennobling character of
thoSe basic ideals. It failed to a very large extent
because the bigger European nations, which
should have regarded themsdv("s as the
~ardians and watchdogs of its success, utilized
Its machinery and its prestige for the fulfilment
of their selfish national ends and conveniently
gave the go-by to the fundamental principles
which it was intended to serve and promote.
From 1934 to 1939, the history of the League
was a history of the progressive departure of its
member-States from the ideals of maintaining
collective security and prevention of aggression,.
of which Manchuria, Abyssinia, Finland, and
Austria and Czechoslovakia, provide distressing
examples.
It now rests on the United States, in
co-operation with other Allied nations, to build
up the security organisation envisaged in the
san Francisco Charter, so that instead of its deteriorating into a mere tombstone for high ideals~
it will energize itself into an efficient instrument
for the realization of international peace, for the
preservation of collective security and for the
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~r('v~ntion of unprovoked aggression and' tota.

htanan wars.

The \\'orId Charter formulated at San
Francisco is 110t free from defects. But its various
principles, even as the principles of the League
of I"ations, are liable to be defeated in practice in
tbe formulation of the Peace Treaties, which has
yet to be done, the vanquished nations are treated with such utmost severity as at Versailles, if
the Big Three, the United States, Russia
and BJ itain, cannot adjust their points of view,
if ideological divergences between Communist
Russia, which has emerged as a most powerful
European Power, on the one hand and the
Anglo-American semi-socialist democracies on
the other remain incapable of peaceful and
amicable adjustment. The Allied treatment of
GerrnallY and Japan, so far as can be visualised
from present tendencies, is based on the fundamental principle that the German and Japanese
population, particularly the ,outh, must be
systematically educated out 0 their traditionally inculcated militarist tendencies and psychology by the indoctrination of democratic ideals
and mentalitv and an appreciation of the excellences of a democratic way of life. That is a
necessary procedure to adopt; but how long
will this process continue and when the present
Allied military occupation over these two countries will terminate are important questions. As
regards Anglo-American-Russian relations, the
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strains and stresscs are already b<.'coming apparent on their surface and while pessimist"
have already begun to speak of a Third \Vorld
\Var as an unavoidable sequel to [ht."ITI, the
representativcs of the three Powers are putting
a brave face over them, If a real, int("rnational
mind, ~mancipate from the notioCl'i of domination of one country o\'er the other, of the victors
wreaking vengeance on the vanql1ishr-d and thus
engendering a spirit of counter-vC'ngeance in
the latter and free, too, from intcn<;i\"(' and
violent competitive nationalism 011 the p.lfl of
the different countries now en~agfd in building
up the shattered world come to prevail among
the peoples and the Governments of the United
Nation", that alone L"J.n be the ITlo,H effective
guarantee for the success of the C.:'\, O. It
was General Smuts who pointed out that the
conception of the United Nations that come into being in response to the stress of war conditiom was a happy augury in that it provided
a Sfcure and solid foundation flif futur(" cooperation in furtherance of the idt'ah of the
world s("curity organisation. I t is of (hc utmost
importance that that id(:al should hold pennanently.
The international mind postulated r(,garded
is an esscntial prelude to effective international
action to maintain world reace and a guarantee
against the repetition 0 world-shocking armagcddons. Would-be aggressors in the future

.
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should find in the 1nternational Police Force
o~gar~jzed under the auspices of the world orgaDlzauon and the forces that the Security Council
of the U. ~. O. can mobilise in case ~f aggression, a weapon of offence whose striking power
they would find irresistible. Let us hope too,
in spite of persistent indications pointing to a
~om('wha t contrary conclusion, that the close
<..ollaborarioll among the United Nations particularly amon~ the Big Powers, will continue
unint,.:rruptcd, and will be a factor in the establi~hment of a \Vorld Federal Union, about
which so much is being said and written, partinllarly Iil the C nited States, llow-a-days. A
World Union of this kind is likely to remain an
idealist's unrealizable dream at least so long
as nationalism remains a vigorous and vibrant
political force. But not in the least impracticable should be dose international co-operation
to attain specific objectives in the interests of
the whole of humanity and for ensuring certain
fundamental ideals such as world p e a ' al
freedom and international justice_~l~'''''
not be impracticable mainly 1If~~~~~~ti
not aim at a root and br
"tinction
national boundaries or-na .
~s.-..P
be based on the recognition ~ ti~a :!Jf~lfIl~1II
sovereignty, though invol 4' s!'fr
I. of
external sovereignty.
"t Ace. No.
That the United States' p~~~~~
world along the path of these hiLJI>I'Iii;IN!JL.L:I

•
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a great and notable one apFC';\rs to be illhelrnt
in her present po~iti('n and a part of her future
destiny. That role ~he \\ ill, how('vrr, h(' ahl(' to
play by not shirking lItal k, unign(lnl1,l(* politiral
and other rcalitit,s as ~llt· did in 1919, but by
appreciating and farillg 1b,'m with all the
courage, drterminati('Il and ! r:itr5rnamhip that
she ('an mustC'r and that impired Pr('~id('nt
Rom{'\('it'~ and re(tntlv pl('~lClrnt TJ'um~m's
periodic UtlC'IUIICC'!'. Inc'lia w!ll ht, an intcrt'::ted
!.penator of lh(' maJ1Jln :n \.. bid" tlnct the
drgr('C' to 'which. l'I('5;d('l:t Tluman will dj~( Large
that (olm.~al I('~pomibjlity with ~P( fial rcfcl(nl'e
to the rfC1blfm (,f C(TCJ;dft1l (ouna j(,S like
India and colonial r(\~~(,!,!-j(/ns ( f the Euwpf'an
nations. Ont' of tIl(' ()t:tu~llldjng wan jn which
he can co so \\ill be by ~ctlil1g his' ~('al on the
considClcd opinion of (nli~htrncd pubJiciMs and
sections of public opinion in that country that
India's freedom is a enited Nations problcm
and that its immrdiate e~tabJishm('nt from the
standpoint cf high moral cmd (thical as we'll as
miHtal1' comidcrati(IJlS if, as much the United
Naticns conc('rn as Britain's, that in fa('t it is
the con('rrn c.f all freecom-l(/\jng, democracy..
enjoying l.umanity.
For tbis there mu~t be increasing rtalization on tbe part of the U. S. Government
that the primary fact that President Roosevelt
enunciated the Four Freedoms imposes on his
IUcccssor, as head of the American administra-
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tion, th~ inescapable responsibility of seeing
that they are translated into concrete programme's of action, As ex· Vice Presiden t Wallace pointed out in his widely publicized speech
at the second Free \\'orld Congress, held in
New York in 19-1-2: "every, freedom , every
p~i\'ileg(' has its price, its corresponding duty,
wlthollt which it cannot be enjoyed," Among
these duti('<;, ~fr. \\'allace mentioned a:; an outstanding one the duty to build a peace, just,
charitable and enduring, and he explained his
vic\.... of that duty further by declarilllS that
•. tho;{' who write the peace mu~t think of the
\\ holt- world," "The pc.lee mmt mean a better
st d.ll<iarJ of living fur the cummon man, not
(l1('rcly in the Cnited States and England, but
al')o in India, Russia, China, and Latin America
- not merely in the Cnited ~atiom but also
in Germany and Italy and Japan," Quite
I igbtly put, from which follows the inexorable
conclu<;ion that the political freedom of these
countries mentioned, especially of India, which
are not free at present, is an es.,ential preliminary to their purposeful participation in the
writing of the peace, the peace of the just and
the free, and to take steps which would guarantee to their people the enjoyment of a decent
standard of living denied to them at present.
Britain has a Beveridge Scheme of farreaching import for ensuring post-war social
security including guarantee of employment and
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old age p~n5ions and so on and the U. S. A. haa
a similar plan for the American population.
The Bevendge Scheme is an elaborate ~ndea
vour at harmonizing and integrating economic
individualism with State control of the economic
structure and machinery to promote equitable
opportunities for all. I t is a schrme whkh is
wholly in accord with the British ~cnius for
jntroducin~ social and economk chan~e'\ of a
far-reaching character with<.)Ut affecting the
basic structure of the society. Committee4i representing the various Allied countriN al f' also
prefecting plans for co-ordination uf reilcf of
distres5 and reconstruction work of an'a" decimated by Hitler's horde,:;. Indian.; may •.1:> well
ask: where is a social securi ty plan i",r India,
for the economic uplift of her teeming povertyridden population and what is the rea~on why
the official plans are lacking in comprehensiveness and vigour? Undoubtedly we have a number of plans for post-war reconstruction of Indian
economy, notable among them being the Bombay
Plan but have we anything approximatin~ to a
comprehensive plan of the type llf the Beveridge
one? Public opinion in the United States of
America may as well ask-as the Indian public
have been asking repeatedly-whether Britain
would perform the act' of financial justice to
India by releasing the sterling balances which
have accumulated to India's credit for her industrialization process and when? Can world
prosperity be ensured after the war with only
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half the w?rld advancing along the road to
social securIty and economic Swaraj while the
other half is grovelling in poverty and economic dt'gradation! The daman't cry of the
Indian pupulation for I:reedom from \\"ant as
I pointed out, is intimately connected with 'the
eXL~tcllcC of condition5 capable of ensuring such
freedom,
IA- Vice President 'Vallace's thesis
will f.tll (0 the ground if these conditions arc
not fulhll6d.
The.- question may pertinently be raised by
Amcrican friends: why does India expect that
the problems of her political freedom and economic pro::.perity should receive the kind of
f'arncst aUention at the haIld~ of the Lnited
States, as is desired?
Th{' answer is that a free India and her
whole-hearted co-operation are essential to the
succe~!iful fulfilment of the peace aims of the
United Xations, particularly of the United
State.;, ft'r the success of,the cause of democracy
and ff('C'(wm and justice after the war and the
prevt'lltion of future wars. Considerable confusion is po~sible when the argument that India's
freedom has been assured bv Britain in the
Cripps' Declaration and in the' Wavell Declaration of September, 1945 if read in juxt!lpositi0!l
with the argument that that assurance IS cond~
tional upon the fulfilment of some other condItions like complete internal agreement and that
the reconstruction of the Central Government
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should wait on the participation therein of parties which make a virtue of intransigence. This
later is mainly a creation of British policy, a,
Gandhiji has ~mphasized recently and it is for
tht'm to lay the ghost which they have raised.

An Anglo-American bloc against forces of
BoIshc\'jk socialism rt'presented bytovic( Ru"sia,
which may flot have at present any aggressive
desigm, but which is <:ertamly very much on the
guard against a ('ombination of capitalist {i)rn's,
is being slowl\' but surely brin~ evolvcd in the
post-war penuJ. It i; none of our husinC':,s tl)
. mdulge in pro~nostications against the pmsible
repcrrm~iom (If this alignment of forces that i,
in progress. But if at a future date a show-down
(IC< lIr:; between the two opposing fiJl'cc'<;, then
the mo~t "'orld-shattering armageddon will be
the outcome. The race for atomic power and
possession of atomic secrets is signifi('ant ill this
context. '\'e can only most earne~tly hopt, and
pray that before the contingency here en\'io;agcd occurs, a satisfactory solution of the problem
of iJllcrnationalising the atom secrets will have
been arrived at.
For and on behalf of the {;nitcd State's of
America, a ser.ies of advertisements used to
appear in the Indian newspapers some fi>ur
years back emphasizing the part which that
country had been playing in the present war
and suggestively referring to her national aims
and objectives. Presumably they were propa-
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-ganda advertisements, but they cannot be
considered as being divorced from, in fact they
should. be rt"~arded a>; being closely related to,
the spnng'i of thou!.{ht that pervaded the American population at the m'Jmcnt. One of these
auvl'ni)emcnts contained the statement that
"Amt'ric.l is pled~cd to recognize and support
the political indt~p{'ndence and territorial integrity of the Republic of China." It also
prodairn~'d that the r.xpcditionarv forl.:es of the
U nitctl States W(,rt" in India 'to defend the
fllture of A.,ia ana i1~ht a.!;ai'l'it 'Asia for the
J.lpanr'l(".' In another of these we re:ld these
f{.I'Cl'S were in Indi,1. to 'help repel and crush the
armies of invaders who seek to destroy freedom tllroughout the w'Jrld.' The as~urance
rq~.udinl~ China jllllf~rcd an inspiring thought
whirh ('\'ok('(i much w.um appreciation in
Illdia .1:> it dId in China and that 3'tsurance is
lH'in~ fulfillNl in the !'c-n-c that the U. S. A. is
hclpin~ in the consolid.ltion of that country.
Equally in'ipirin~ was the assur,lncc that. the
Unitcd States WJ." actaatcd bv the determmation to dcft~nd A<;i.l aga.inst falling a victim to
the J.lpanc5c intentions of domination over that
continent. But then in India these naturally
and inevitably gave rjse to the question: what
about the U. S. A., underwriting the post-war
political independence of India in requital of
the splendid services rendered by Indian army
in the defeat of Japan and Germany The 150
'Years old constitution of the United States de-
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dared another of these advertisements referred to,
contains a charter of freedom ()f all mankind,
and that their (then) President had declared the
extension of these fundamental liberties to all
men as the bases of the American peoples' war
aims. Should these worthy sentiments, and
should the slogan" America fight for fr("coom ,~
with which everYone of the advertisemen ts concluded, remain' mere empty slogans, the immaterial declarations of pious intentions so far
as India is concerned the question arises! For
whose freedom did America fight if it did not
include the freedom of Ihdia also?
TIllS is a testing period for the Cnited
States in many ways. \Vill she come out of the
test that faces her with flying colours and win
it be demonstrated that the Government and
people of that country possess the determination and resoluteness which will enable her to
play the leader in the establishment of a better
world, in which freedom and justice would prevail not only in the territories on either side of
the Atlantic but everywhere else? Th("se questions clamour for an answer. President Truman
who had succeeded as President·of the Republic
at a critical time in American history has a
heavy responsibility in this regard, for whether
it be for good or for evil, the reconstruction of
a shattered world, the inculcation of hope and
c.heer in the peoples of various nations that they
will not once again become victims of war and
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the destructive forces that it throws up, devolves
upon the President of the United States along
with lhe heads of the Governments of the two
other Big Powers, Russia and Great Britain,
a p-reat and important responsibility. The
tTnitcd Nations Organization depends for its
succe~s on a combination of the forces represented by these Big Powers, and while we witness a recognition of this great role that the
U. S. A. will have to play in the promotion of
peace Hnd freedom throughout the world in the
statements and speeches of Mr. Truman, 1\1r.
Bryncs and other top-rank American officials
and politicans, we would also like to glean
therdn a ~imilar recognition accorded to the
imperative fact that all the efforts to render the
U. 1':. O. an effective force for the purposes for
which it has been set up will be useless if they
do not enlist in that task the co-operation of a
free and independent India and China.
The declaration about Philippine independence after liberation from Japanese occupation
was an act of high idealism On the part of the
President. He can impress upon 1\1r. Churchill
that a similar declaration by Britain about
India is urgently called for.

CHAPTER VI

India's Interest in China's Problem
Between China and India the conn~cling
cultural and other bonds art' (,xceedinqly dose.
Cultural, comme~cid.l and "piritll.d intt'rcourse
between the two countries has followed in an
uninterrupted stream e\'('r since the r. HIrth
century R,C, if not ("artier. That rlw two
countries constitute, tcrrilOri.llly, Il":.lriy half the
continent of A'iia and ha\'e more tiun h.llf the
population of that continent i'i a piu'nomenon
that lend'i point to the proximity of interesu
betwe~n them. At the present day, ac; much a,
in the pa"it, the similarity and corre.;pontirflcc
between the political, economic amI other
problems which face tlwm bear a somewhat
remarkable similarity. To both, economic and
industrial reconstruction arc vIlal need,; both
need vigorous and suslaint'd measures by their
Governments and leaders for the establishment
of internal unity and integration of polkies so
that they will enjoy the position in international
counsels which is rightfully theirs by virtue of
their size, population and strategic position.
India gave China a conspicuously enlightening

religious doctrine preached bv the Buddha and
China, is repaY~lIg that debt
imparting to us
some lllummalmg ICl'50ns in heroic determination and steadfastness Hl destroving the forces of
a~gres'ii()n 'lntl evil. For near}\, two hundred
years lndi.l has bcen subject to [c)reign rule with
all its tlelet('rious political and economic conse<}uences! while China. though not directly
under fon,j~n rule, had !.Offered under sinister
foreign iuHucnces for the best part (If a century.
Her J('(Tnt histl)r\', in spite of the now widelyadvcni,,('d KuomilHall~-Communi"t divergendes whldl are falmed into the flames of civil
war of Bohhedk influences is an inspiring endeavour to rebuild the structur~ of a united and
free China combined with an epic effort to
prevent a miJilari.;t and totalitarian Japan iand
now otht'r ('xu ~UICOUS fl)rcc$) from st rangu1ating
her COI1'>ciotlsncss of national integrity.

by

It i!'- beyond the scope of the,;e pages

to

refer in detail to the lon~-drawn agony suffered
bv China !-.incc her tirst contact with \Vestern
h;flu(,llces, which «mnd a soft ground fi)r permeation as a result of her internally disorganized
condition, It is only necessary to recall that
after the Rc\'olution of 1911, which brought to
an rnd a (lnce glorious but latterly ramshackle
and derelict and decrepit Chinese Empire, Sun
Vat Sen the father of the Revolution, whose
memory 'is cherished with immense admirati.on
by the Chinese people, adumbrated a 3-pomt
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programme for free China based on Nationalism,
Democracy and Social Justice. It is these three
high principles that have since then served as
beaconlights guiding and inspiring the Chinese
Nationalist ~lovement. In the promotion of
this movement, in rescuing China from the grip
of internecine strife between ardent nationalism
represented by the Kuomintaing Party and the
\iolent1y internationali~t and to some extent
disintegrating forces of Communism, in unifying
the country. in organizing a united front of the
conflicting fi trees for the defence of the country
against aggrc'ision and in C'stabtishing a c("ntral
Government at ~anking, which later on under
the stress of military necessity had to be shiftf'd
to Chungking, and utilizing its machinery as an
instrument for consolidating and rcconstructing
the Chinese nation on modern and rationalistic
lines, the most notable part had been played
and is still being playC'd by Gen("ralic;simo Chiang
Kai-shek. In the meantime a rejuvenated and
modernized Japan began to set evil eyes on and
cast evil glances at China. ~ianchuria was
occupied by her in 1931 and a puppet State
established therein. I n 19~) i was delivered a
more terrible blow by Japan aimed at the very
heart of China, the ultimate objective of which
was to annex the important northern provinces,
including the valuable oil-fields of Shansi, and
to extend her economic influence over the rest
of China and reduce it into a Japanese colony.
For more than eight years, under the inspiring
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leadership of the Generalissimo, who, it is agreed
even by his Communist critics themselves
symbolizes and embodies China's will to unity'
freedom and national independence to a deter:
mined and dogged invader, that country had
passed through something approaching hell. Her
spirit, however, remained undimmed and she
remains unconquered and will remain, God
willi ng, unconq uera hIe.
The heroic and, for more than four years,
between 1937 and 1941. ~ingle-handed and unequal struggle which China put up against a
foe, who was her definite superior in mechanical <"quipment and modern weapons of warfare,
and which exhibited an almost unparalleled capacity for barbarity and ruthlessness in attaining
her ends, en~endered the most widespread
sympathy and admiration for China and her
cause in this country. The outbreak of war
in the FLU Ea,t in December, 1941, however,
brought about a turn of the tide for the better.
Japan's wanton aggression in the Pacific, commencing with the treacherous attack on P~arl
Harbour, followed rapidly by the loss of preCIOUS
British and American possessions in the Far
East, induced a realization in Britain and the
U. S. A. that, while in Japan they had a
common enemy, in China they possessed an ally
possessing immense reserves of strength who
should be cultivated, assisted and consolidated in
every possible way. China, which was giving a
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most gallant and stiff fight to Japan since 1937,.
cam(' to be afknowlrd~cd as an a!''iet of inestimable \'alu(" to tht' Anglo-Saxon and the Allied
cause generally. Common adversity had made
them bed·fdlows of China. whit.:h tllt'y were
once dispos("d to despise or ft'g.lrcl :t!\ a l:ollntry
fit only to be exploited and doped. The Burma
Road, the main arter\' for the flow of til(' Itfc,'·
bh.)od of slIpplt("<; to China which W~l~ dosc'd
in July 1940, ill disrcg-ard of lhe rnilil,uy
interests of China. and \vithollt an\" sari"t:lcturv
explanation tht·refor, wat; I"ropened in O"tobe'r
1940, and machinery and equipment be~.ul to be
dispatched to her till that aV('nUl~ h,u.i bt"{,11 d'hl'd
once again f4)llowin~ the Jap.ul(·~c ocrupatirlll
of Burma. The ("ntire str.ltel?Y ()f the l: nited
Nations was subsequently devoted to the reopening of the Burma. Road which wa'i ~UI'CC'iS
fully accomplished after what mU'H be rt·g .... rdcd
a.Ii superhum:m efforts.
During th(" past three years or more the
alliance betwcrn .\merica and Britain on the
one hand and China on the other had become
firmer and firmer. She wa') r('co~nized ali one
of the A. B. C. D. Powers and accorded the
status of equality among the Big Four of the
United Nations. A further important link in
the chain of collaboration between them was
forged with the voluntary abdication by Britain
and America, in October, 1942, of the extraterritorial rights enjoyed by them in the con-
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ce$!\ional port'i and in the intt'rnational settlements 011 the Chinc3c mainland and the Treaty
concluded in that behalf in January 1943.
Though a belated acknowledgment of the inaliend.hie sO\'('reiguty of China, this act on the part
of the Alli{'d :\'l.tioO') can be regarded also a~ an
indication of their eagerne,>=, to make necessary
(:oncc,,~il)ns to the dt'cply-cheri~hed feelings and
scntimt'llt... of a nation which had made and
continu('~ to make all enormous contribution to
the common pool of til(" Allied resources in the
war, to rc.,ist against aggression, and now to the
promotion of peace,
A" .. jstance to China completely to rehabilitate tH'r shattel"t'ci and disrupted economy, to

consolidate the whole of the Chinese territory
under j Inc !'tron~ C('ntral Government capable
of n·~t()rin.l: order and assisting in the progress
and the pro.,perity of the land, and further to
en.1 ble h(,l to e'tablish a stable peace and
d("InPcratir world order, i'i of the ulmo:,t importarlCC'. It W.t<; a military desideratum during
the war but now it is a grt'at and immense
moral obligation which the Allied r\ations have
to di~charg(·. \Vhile China's admission as a
member (;r the Security Council is a tribute
to her military potential'and her contribution to
the common victory, the firm stand which she
took for Ii beral princi pIes and ideals at the
San Francisco Conference is a tribute to her
ancient trarlitions of peace.
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A rehabilitated and revitalised China may
take some years to attain. In the meantime
China must have internal peact', which can
emerge only if Chiang Kai-Shek's authority is
established throughout the country, and if
ideological contiicts between Communists and
Nationalists are eliminated and the truce
between them becomes dfcctive. The United
States in particular is interested in ensuring that
China emerges united and strong from her
present, post-war travail, and if her territorial
liberation from aggression is quickly ftlllowcd up
by economic reconstruction. It is justifying
that American financial credits have been placed
at the disposal of China for this purpose.

CHAPTER VII

Prospects or Asiatic Federation
I have referred at length to China and the
friendlv and amicable relation'i between India
and tliat country because they are of incal(,ulable significance in the context of the future.
41 Europe
for the Europeans" and "Europe
and European Problems First" are slogans
and attitudes of mind prevalent in Europe
at present which inevitably give rise to counterslogans of" Asia for the Asiatics" and" Asiatic
Problems and Needs First." So long as the
former are indulged in, the latter cannot be
avoided. And not only are they unavoidable
but in them are unfortunately inherent the
seeds of future conflict, which those who harp
on them, do not apparently adequately visualise. If co-operation in the task of world reconstruction between East and West, between
the brown and the black and the yellow races
on the one hand and the white races on the
other is to be systematically promoted, if a
future world war is not to assume the character
of a conflict of races as the last one was a conflict
of ideologies and the first world war was a con..
f1ict of rival nationalisms, the root-causes of the
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prospective danger must be exterminated. British or American statesmen are not contributing
. to this great objective of making the world safe
for humanity by encouraging the belief that
Europe and America matter to them more than
Asia or that there is any underlying conflict imperceptible for the present, between Europe and Asia,
and that Asia should continue to be an exploiting ground for the Western nations in perpetuity.
This aspect of the situation is of vast interest
to the Indian people and to the people of Chin&.
The feelings of perfect and whole~hearted sympathy that exist among them are calculated, in the
atmosphere of cordiality engendered by unity of
ideas and ideals in a period of common distress
now and in a period of common endeavour
for peace, to 80wer into a movement whose
crowning consummation will probably be an
Asiatie Federation. The position of Japan in
such a· scheme, although she is an Asiatic
nation, is indeed difficult to determine at prestnt.
She bas to be educated out of her former
militaristic and totalitarian ideology and
more, as a nation, to appreciate the value and
importance of a democratic way of life and
democratic principles of Government. How
long sbe will take to achieve this objective on
a national scale only the future can decide.
The slogan of" Asia for the Asiatics" is not one
of which anyone need be ashamed.! though
we must regard it as an example 01- Japan"
mendaciousness to utilise it for establiahing and
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justifying her brown domination over fellowAsiatics.
In any case, even if Japan is left out of the
picture for the time being an Asiatic Federation
need not be regarded as beyond the bounds of
possibility with China and India taking a leading part in its establishment, particularly when
European Colonial Powers persist in dominating
over Asiatic territories and refuse to recognise
their right to independence. It is a fact which
must be prominently noted by European countries like the Netherlands and France and Britain
that the resurgent and ebullient nationalismc; of
Oriental countries cannot be subdued or crmhed
or forced to lie low, cannot be cribbed, crabbed
and confined to their own shells, in the face of
the self-centred predilections and policies of the
European and Occidental nations. It was Mr.
Amery who once said that there was no distinct
entity like Asia and that India in particular had
more in common with the British Empire than
any other Asiatic country. The Indonesian
revolution, the revolution in Indo-China, the
spirit of revolt that is aboard in India are
sIgnposts in the march of the Asiatic countries
hitherto held under feet by European Powers to
their goal of freedom. They are also unignor..
able and inexorable warnings to the latter that
no longer can Asiatic peoples be held under
subjection by them for their economic benefit
and political advantage. Britain unfortunately
is the greatest sinner in this respect, for Dot
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only does she not quit India in the sense of
creating a self..governing state of India, but has
been activdy assisting in the con tiDuanee of
European domination over Indonesia and IndoChina. Soviet commc-nt on this aspect of
Britain's policy wiU not of course be welcomed
by the latter; but it is only legitimate comment
that the Soviet Journal J.tlL' Times makes when
it wrote that "using its armed forces and its
international weight, Britain is hindering the
liberation of the Indonesian people from suppression by Dutch imperialism, which is ('conomi·
cally and politically so tightly connteted with
Britain. "
There is a close and irnpen'eptible liaison
all imperialisms which works in !lO many
subtle ways, the common end and object being
of coune to continue the exploitation of the
subject countries and peoples. \Vhen there is
liaison army of the exploiters it will inevitably lead
to a liaison among the exploittd. And as it so
happens, as almost all exploiting nations are
European nations and all the exploited territories
are Asiatic territories, the movement for tbe
creation of an Asiatic bloc of countries to free
themselves from their exploiters and thereafter
to preserve their freedom against being destroyed by powerful nations is an incvi ta ble and
natural corollary. I t is in this context that the
ideal of an Asiatic Federation assumes immeDic
. significance and importance.
betw~n
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India's adherence to the British or Common·
wealth scheme is essentially conditional on the
treatmC'nt which she will receive at Britain's
hands. Recent events in this country-the
I.N .A. movement, the strikes in the fighting forces
-provide irrefutable evidence that Britain's
relations with India require rapid re-examination
and reorientation.
In the promotion of an Asiatic Federation
China will naturally assume the leadership and
a free India will inevitably join her in working
for that consummation. The outstanding consideration to bear in mind is that China cannot
be impervious to the need that, along with
her own outstanding and equal place among
nations, and the maintenance of her territorial
integrity by the restoration to her of Manchuria
and other Japanese-occupied portions of China,
India's freedom and equality should also be
assured though her voice may not be raised in
this respect until she is herself wholly united,
adequately strong and able to hold her own
against other Powers. Marshal Chiang KaiShek's and Madame Chiang's visit to India in
February, 1942. evoked an outburst of spontan·
eous enthusiasm for the Chinese cause on the
part of the Indian people of all sections which is
not diminished by the recent attempts to discredit the Generalissimo by painting him as a
semi-dictator and not as the leader of a democratic China because he refused to accommodate the Communists in all their demands. The
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two visitors creatf'd an immense impression on
the Indian public and by their contact with
prominent Indians have laid the foundatiOD
for a deep and abiding friendship between the
two countries. Marshal Chiang's last statement
before leaving India contamed words of profound and far.sighted wisdom and sound advice
to Britain which, however, seems to ha vc been
lost so far on those directing British policy towards the country. U I sincerely hope and I
confidently believe," he said, cc that our ally,
Great Britain, without waiting for any demands
on the part of the people of India, will, as
~peedjly as possible, give them real political
power so that they may be in a position further
to develop their spiritual and material strength
and thus realise that their par~jcipation in the
war is not merely an aid to the anti-aggressive
nations for securing victory but also a turning
point in tht'ir struggle for India's freedom.
From an objective point of view I am of opinion
that this would be the wisest policy which will
redound to the credit of the British Empire."
China needed Allied assistance in an increasing measure during and now after the ljar even
as tbe Allies needed China's continued co-operation and active help in vanquishing the common
enemy. So long as this position lasts China'.
voice cannot he ignored by Britain or America.
In the post-war reconstruction she will have a
tremendous say, (reference bas already been
made to her admission into the world Security
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Council) as one of the Big Five. Rightly had
the Central Executive Committee of the Kuomintang decided too that the problem of post-war
reconstruction of China be undertaken simultaneously with the effective prosecution of the
war. And, if one reads the signs aright, she
can be depended upon to utilise her important
position in the counsels of the United Nations,
to press for a genuine international peace settlement in which economic and political domination of one nation by another will cease; and
work for a position of absolute and perfect
equality of the Asiatic nations with European
and Western nations and for the universal
application of the principles of the Atlantic
Charter. Fighting the war as she did for the
preservation of her own freedom and national
lDtegrity and independence and in defence of
the essential values of her ancient civilization,
she is bound to insist on the fulfilment of these
conditions as the preconditions of a better world
order. As Mr. Roxby has said in his pamphlet "China" (Oxford University Press)
" potentially China is one of the greatest of the
world democracies arid it is difficult to overestimate the significance of its future role." In
reality, a more straightforward, clear-cut, unambiguous statement of the Chinese view-point
than that contained in Marshal Chiang's message to the Forum organised by the New York
Ie Herald Tribune", nearly three years back is
difficult to come across. " China has nO desire
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to replace the Western imperialism or to introduce isolationism of its own or of anyone else,"
he declared. "We hold that we must ad\'ance
from the narrow idea of exclusive alliances and
regional bloa, which in the end make for bigger
and more bitter wars, to an effective or~a
nisation for world unity. Unless real world
co-operation replaces both isolationism and
imperialism in a new interdependent world of
free nations, there will be no la."tin~ security for
you (the U.S.A.) or for us:' These words
breathe a lofty idealism. display a keen sense of
realities and reveal an analysis of the basic
malady of the world and remedy which will
effectively cure it.
China does not countenance the United
Nations exploiting their victory for sustaining
either British or any other imperialism of any
complexion; neither will India. They will refuse
equally stoutly to be parties to the principle of
complete isolationism of nations as opposed to a
virile internationalism, which is the best and
most effective safeguard for a virile as different
from a debalcd nationalism. They also
demand that the future world order should be
broad based essentially on the foundation of
purposeful co-operation among nations, which
only equality of opportunity and freedom from
extraneous thraldom for all countries and
peoples can assure. World security, lasting, real,
8.nd effective, can be the result only of the fulfilment of this condition; otherwise the founda-
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tion will be laid not for world security but for
the outbreak of a more devastating war on the
one hand and for soul-killing political and
~conomic exploitation of some countries by the
ot~ers on the other. Chiang Kai-Shek as the
leader of China, in spite of the disruptive
forces that still operate there, will do everything
possible and necessary to remove the edge of
tht" criticisms of his policy by his critics by
making eS~t'ntial changes in the administrative
structure of China which will broad base the
Kuomintang Government on the democratic
principJt·s. If the agreement arrived at between
the Chinese Government and the Communists
fructifies in co-operation, the prospect of a
united, strong China in the near future will
become a reality.
Apart from the immense and encouraging
possibility of China presenting a solid phalanx of
opposition to an attempt on the part of any
nation or a combination of them endeavouring
to dominate world politics for selfish ends she
is eminently fit! r-d by her present "U~lL~
the Asiatic countries to
promoting the Pan-Asiatic
to above. In view of the
nations unerringly place h ...IIIlI..:IIi1""~rt1
ideal of international peace ~~ra'i«t~~Mf~
and that they continuously
the common cause of peace
and not domination and elliRlIlfII~ti(l.n
guiding motive, an Asiatic Fe~_'alJDA..mc~(
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-welcomed as a potential ~werful bulwark for

.a lasting and just peace. In any case a combiDation of the free peoples of Asia, Chinese,
Indians, Siamese, Afghans, Burmans and Tibetan.
will be the one answer which European Powen
and America will receive if, at this time, they
do Dot discard theories of racial superiority and
-colour bar, which constitute the worst manifestations of man's injustice to man and nation's to
nation, abandon the ideals of territorial aggression over weaker countries, and act up to the
high principles which they profess. Otherwise
too, a World Commonwealth, on which men'.
visions are being increasingly focussed, presup~ some kind of regional federal organisations
m different continents which will serve as the
bases therefor and of which it will constitute
the apex. An Asiatic Federation can be such a
regional organisation and from that standpoint
-should commend itself to all advocates of a
world organisation. It mayor not be that this
vision of an Asiatic Federation will become a
reality in the near future. But there is no
<loubt that the leaden of thought in India
and elsewhere envisage it clearly and we must
be grateful to Pt. Jawabarlal Nehru for his systematic effort to propagate this ideal and emphasise its necessity. In his Convocation Address
at the Calcutta University on March 9, 1946, he
for instance, exhorted his audience to "have a
vision of a new India and Asia and a new
'World before you." "Asia was gradually comins
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back to ber own after a long foreign domination,"
he further said, "and in this new Asia, India
would playa very important part. In terms of
nascent Asia, India would inevitably play, situated as she was, an important role in Asia-the
Far East, Central Asia and South-East Asia."
cc Asia is on the march" is a proper inscription
for a signpost facing the European Powers,
whether it be Britain, Russia or France or Holland and it should warn them in time against
persistence in the pursuit of ill-conceived ambitions of either retaining thdr hold on the Asiatic countries or extending their sphere of influence over them.
India is genuinely gratified by the enormous and lively interest that her problems and
her future destiny have stimulated in other Asiatic
countries in general and in China in particular.
" Should freedom be denied to either China or
India, there could be no real peace in the
world," declared Generalissimo Chiang in his
farewell message to India's people on February
21, 1942, and thereby contributed to the
cementing of the 200O-year old intercourse
between the two countries. Mr. Willkie in his
cc One World" quoted "the wisest man in
China" as saying that "when the aspiration
of India for freedom was put aside to some
future date, it was not Great Britain that
suffered in public esteem in the Far East, it was
the United States." At one and the same time
it illustrates the passionate feeling that prevails
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in China about India's freedom and contains
also a strong though indirect remonstrance to
Britain that Indiaos freedom should be an
important plank in the post-war plan for peace.
While the people of IndIa would closely watch
the events In China and earnestly hope that the
Kuomingtang-Communist agreement would bear
ample fruitt they wrlcome China's support to
her unity aDd freedom and for purposeful
co-operation between the two countries in various
fields of human endeavour. Indo-Chinese co-operation I repeat, is one of the pillars on which
the world prace structure so largely rests. Dr.
"'ellington Koo, Chinese Ambassdor to London,
bas only expressed the views of a large section
of Chinese and Indians when he said in an
interview recently that "China is looking forward to increased and closer relations with
India."
The moral justification, the practical
necessity and the fundamental correctness of
India's demand for independence Dot only on
merits but in the world context are unquestionable. And what is morally justified and essential
cannot be politically unsound or impracticable.
It will be a disastrous confession of moral
bankruptcy if this consideration is disregarded
by Great Britain.

CHAPTER VIII

Post-War World and India's Status
Before I conclude this booklet it is only
necessary to emphasize or rather re-emphasize
that in the majestic procession of events and the
overwhelming nature of the situation created by
the successful termination of the war for the
Allies is embt'ddt"d a supreme opportunity for the
United .:'\ations, and their leaders, which they
can utilize either for transforming the world
into a better, a safer and more secure place to
live in or switch it back to a condition wherein
security for nations as well as individuals will
be absent, where one part of humanity will live
either in perpetual thraldom and slavery or another in perpetual fear and want and haunted by
the spectre of war. The firmest foundation for
peace and security can be laid only on the basis
of a true, unselfish internationalism. It is my
conviction that national boundaries need not be
swept away or national independence destroyed
to attain this kind of internationalism. Nations
as such can exist and national rights and independence maintained though the idea of national sovereignty, absolute and unqualified, is going
and will go more rapidly as the spirit of inter-
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nationalism and a world state grows. We cannot
get round, at least not yet, tbe imperative fact
that national pride and national ideals are an
integral part of the ~iDg of many of us and that
in most countries the people are not prepared toabandon them completely. The incipient spirit
of nationalism in large portions of the world and
in some big countries like China and India
demands an 0p'portunity for purposeful expression even whde they are prepared to co-operate in the evolution of a new world order. It
is, however. equaUy imperative that nationalism
should not be permitted to be a vicious for('e
for the evolution and practice of perverted
theories of national or raclal superiority. It must
be based essentially on democratic foundations
and equality and opportunity for all-individuals
as well as nations. Nationalism of the brand
for which India and Indian traditions stand
from time immemorial, which is based essentially on the principle of freedom for the individual and the principle of " live and 1('1 live" ~
is what the world stands in need of now. It
must be the brand which will prov~ an effective
factor in the advancement of the true spirit and
purpose of internationalism itself. What India.
stands for in this regard has been explained in
his usual striking and picturesque language by
India's F.at philosophcr-educationist Sir S.
Radhaknshnan, in the course of his specch at
the .Benares Hindu University Convocation jn

November, 1942. He said :
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India never stood for national and cultural isolation. Her spiritual heights rest on a
basis that embraces all humanity. Wherever
men love reason, shun darkness, tum towards
light, praise virtue, despise meanness, hate vul.
garity, kindle sheer beauty, wherever minds are
sensitive, hearts generous, spirits free, there is
India. Let us adopt that loyalty to humanity
instead of a sectional devotion to one part of
the human race."
U

The exhortation which Sir S. Radhakrishnan adressed to the youth of his country and
his countrymen in general can as well be the
exhortation which could be addressed to the
United Nations and particularly to their leader
states, the U.S.A., Britain, Russia and China.
The world order to which they should set their
hands, and which should be systematically inculcated in the peoples of the world everywhere, and
particularly those of Germany and Japan, whose
reconstruction. has been undertaken as their
s~cial responsibility by the victorious Allies
should be broad based on the principles of national
and cultural synthesis and co-operation, not
cultural isolation or political domination of one
countrY over another. . Thev should enthrone
the pri~ciple of loyalty to humanity as a whole
in preference to the diminutive and lesser ideal
of sectional or racial glorification.

As a preliminary and as an earnest of theirwillingness and preparedness to adhere to and
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promote these high ideals, which during the
war period they wereprofetsing with perfervidness, the Big Powen should accomplish certain
things immediately.
The first and foremost obligation that
rests on thc."m is to adopt a new attitude
lis-a-Ms the coloni~ and the dependencies
which will approximatt" to and accord with
the principles incorporated in the \\·orld Charter. It is fundamentally and ethically an unconvincing idea that you call fecOllstrucl a
twentieth century world with minds impregnated
with nineteenth century conceptions of diplomacy
and colonial imperialism, because it is an idea
which is based on the untenable prinr.iple of
the world being kept half free and half slave.
The shedding of this latter kind of mt"ntality is
indispensable for the realization of the former
ideal. But there is distressingly little ("vidence
that among the governing classes in England
whether they be Conservatives or Labourites,
there is much heart-searching on this srore. On
the other hand there is sclf.satisf.lction, sdfdeception, self-praise and self-emulation in an
abundant mt"asure in the pronouncements of
Labour politicians like Mr. Bevin and Mr.
Herbert Morrison as there used to be in those of
Lord Cranborne or Mr. Churchill. The good
old idea of the inviolability of the British Empire
is as much a part of the former's political philosophy as it is of the latter. The doctnne of
trusteeship, as pointed out earlier in these pages',
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it however a thoroughly discredited doctrine in
the present age, whatever may have been its
justification in the nineteenth century; and unregenerate diehards resurrect it in times of .tress
and utilize it as an argument to slave their
imperialistic consciences. Trusteeship, in any
form exercised, does not bless the trustee, nor
do~ it bless the subject of the trust; it hardens
and corrodes the souls of both. Trusteeship has
so far been synonymous mainly with economic
exploitation of the virgin soils and natural
resources of the trust territories interspersed with
the periodical adumbration of liberal intentions
and mild and harmless doses of self-government,
the extent and the pace of which, it used to be
claimed, are invariably determinable by the
trustee himself. In any case not one of the
countries under British trusteeship, namely, East
and West Africa, Ceylon, Malta and Fiji can be
regarded as areas appropriate to the continued
application of the principle of political spoonfeeding inherent 10 trusteeship, while what
happened in ?\falaya, Singapore and Burma, in
1942, affords disconcerting illustration of the
manner in which the self-assumed trusteeship
over those regions was exercised by Britain. On
the other hand the contention that continued
trustt'eship is essential for the welfare of the
people of the countries mentioned, constitutes a
condemnation of British policy and not a com...
mendation thereof. No claim to enlightened safe..
guarding of the interests of the area which she
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had qU,e1'l UDder trust can be advanced by Britain, if after decades of such trusteeship an area
"" still economically impoverished and regarded
as t»Olitically incapable of man~ng its own
afraus. No wonder at the last PaCific Relations
Conference and at the United Nations Conference the view was vigorously expressed that
subject peoples regard the professions of the
trustees with grave suspicion. The further plea
advanced that trusteeship promotes good $OVcrnmmt of the colonies also holds precious bttle
water. It cuts across the principle pregnant
with profound wisdom and statesmanship enunciated nearly half a century ago by Sir Campbell
Bannerman, that" good government can in no
case be considered a substitute for sclf-govemment." The new principles of trust:eship and
colonial administration e\'o!ved at San Francisco
and incorporated in the San Francisco Charter
are of course more liberal than those which
pided this subject in pre-war years. But their
Implementation is very much in the hands of
the Big Powers, who interpret the provisions
regarding trusteeship and mandates in a manner
advantageous to themselves. The severely
businessfike constructions placed on these provisions indicate that high purpose and idealism
are sadJy' Jaclcing in the outlook of colonial
powers like Britain, France and the Netherlands,
and colonial possessions and trust territories
are only pawns in the game of power poHties.
It tests with the U. N. O. to m8.ke these pro-
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visions effective; but the U. N. o. is itself at the
mercy of the Big Powers and can become strong
only to the extent that they permit it to become
strong. It is a vicious circle, which must be broken and, Jet us hope, will be broken by the very
pressure of circumstances.
The United Nations should adopt a policy
with reference to the enemy countries which
will not be blackened by traces of vindictiveness
and eagerneRs to warp and destroy the latter's
national souls. Towards the enemy countries,
the policy should indubitably be one of demoJishin~ completely the foundations on which
their political structures had been erected, not
the destruction of their national souls or their
national identity and inculcating on them
the spirit of democracy and democratic way of
life. While resuscitating and renovating the
suppressed and down-trodden spirit of the
common people, by infusing in them hope and
confidence in the future of their own inalienable
freedom as individuals and in the security and
independence of their countries, by means of
education, ptopaganda and sympathetic handling of their economic and other problems, they
should be induced to cultivate a new angle of
vision, to abhor the vicious, soul-killing nature
of the totalitarian tyranny which they had to
submit to. Vindictiveness, on the other hand,
reminiscent of the attempt to fix the war guilt
BOle'y on Germany after the 1914-18 war, breeds
hatred, vengeance, despair and frustration in a

proud and sc:ItconscioUi people like the Germans, the inevitable and iDescapabJe sequel to
which will be accentuation of the intematiooal
ill-will which it is OUf supreme task to extirpate.
Dismembennent of Germany, sterilization
of the German population, distribuion of the
Germans over widely scattered areas and so
on are some of the remedies suggesfed to
prevent Germany from resorting to any future
unprovoked aggression and provoking another
world war in another quaner of a century.
Occupation of Japan and parcelling it out
among the United Nations, destruction of her
industrial potential and abolition c,f the in!ltitution of Emperorship are some of the proposals
adumbrated in respect of Japan. The fundamental question is whether these remedies if
carried out on a spirit of vengeance will sucessfully destroy the root causes of German and
Japanese potentialities for ag~ression in future.
lndians, as a nation, whether Hindus or Muslims,
are Dot motivated or actuated by feelings of
national or individual hatred, towards othen
and they do not believe that apy nation or
people as a whole can be or is so utterly sadistic, so utterly cruel, so utterly impregnated with
the ideal of aggrandizement and rr.aaking war as
to be unreformable by peaceful means or by
being subjected to the right kind of education
and training. Germany and Japan have waged
an urelenting war in punuit of their totalitarian
policies, a large number of German and Japan-

esc soldien have clearly resorted to the most
despicable sadistic practices while dealing with
theIr prisoners of war or with the conquered
peoples. But their psychology in this respect
IS not separable from their training, education
and the militaristic and racial superiority ideas,
unceoasingly driven into their ears from their
childhood or over long years. They are in most,
if not all, cases the unsuspecting victims of their
environment and their training and must be
capable of being remoulded into a different
kind of people by systematic efforts at their
reformation and by sustained endeavours to inculcate into and educate them in the art of
peace. It may be a difficult. and probably prolonged, experiment, but an experiment which is
worth trying by the Governments of the occupying Powers. The angle Crom which the average
Indian looks at this problem is indeed different
from the angle from which the average Westerner looks at it. If Germany under Hitler or the
Japanese addicted to the Emperor-worship ideal
had proved themselves to be inhuman barbarians according to ordinary moral or political
conceptions, the Allied nations need not emulate
them by imparting to their policy vis- a-vis the
conquered countries a vengeance complex. Even
barbarians can be educated and turned into
refined human beings by proper treatment and
the Germans, and Japanese are not barbarians.
India's contribution to the policy in this r~,
to the extent that abe bas any say on it. will be

one based on her immemorial traditions of
dUns. and love. In the long run the latter is
the only policy that can succeed.
.
The effects of the policy that the Allied.
Control Council in Tokyo and the newly·appointed Far-Eastern Control Commission sitting
m Washington are following with respect to
Japan now even as the effects of the various
directives that Gen. MacArthur as the Allied
Supreme Commander, had issued to the Japanese Government and people ever since the Allied
control wa~ established, are as yet difficult to
evaluate. The Japanese Emperor Hirohito,
however, ~em5 to have reconciled himself
fully to the role of a titular head of the State as
evidenced by his renunciation of the claim of
divine origin. The education of the Japanese
~ople in the ideals and practice of democracy,
the eradication of the militaristic and autocratic
traditions from the country's administrative
system, the elimination of aU those elemeritl in
Japan's national life which have contributed to
the promotion of totalitarian and militaristic
tendencies-all these processes are proceeding
apace. We can only hope that in the course
of a decade, if not less, the Japanese nation wiD
emerge as a leading country again-but this
time a leader not in the sense of a war· mongering nation but a leader of democratic thought
and ideals. Similary let us hope that tbe
German people will be educated out of their
age-old militaristic ideals and their stupid ideas
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about race" superiority and so on. At the same
time, it is necessary to guard against the occupying nations attempting to indoctrinate tlie
German people within their respective zones
with their own particular ideological conceptions.
The next big problem that remains to be
tackled by the Allied nations and by one of
them in particular! namely, Great Britain, is that
of India. The justic~, relevancy and importance of India's demand for immediate transfer
-of power to her own leaders and complete freedom fretm extraneous control are impossible to
ignore. I will emphasize once again that what
is essential is that the recognition of the justice
of the demand must be concretized without
delay as an important part of the United
Nations' peace plans. In the first Great 'Var,
Indian armies fought side by side with the Allied
armies in different theatres of war and made an
enormous contribution to a glorious victory.
Their sacrifices, however, did not succeed in
securin~ a commensurate measure of freedom
for theIr cou.nt ..y. The Montague-Chelmsford
Reforms formulated in the wake of that war
inhered a very inadequate recognition of India's
-contribution to victorY in World War No. I
while the Jallianwala Bagb tragedy came as an
extremely unpalatable reminder of the subordinate position of India.
Subsequent events in India have not de-

...
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IDODItratecl that Britain's attitude to Indian freedom has chaaged in any considerable meuure.
The Government of India Act of 1935 is indubitably a complicated and comprehensive mea..
sure of legislation; but so far as its integral merita
as a chaner of freedom for India are concemed,
it really withheld more than it conceded in the
shape of real power. One part it relating to
Federation was suspended owing to the compelling nature of the opposition to it from various
parties for various reasons and the other part
relating to provincial autonomy had to experience rough weather in seven provinces after a
trial of only two-and-a-halr years. The Cripps'
Mission came later, bringing a drart Declaration
on behalf of the British War Cabinet, whose
single good feature embodying an assurance of
the country's post-war independence was more
than counterbalanced by the insistent refusal of
the tben British Government to demonstrate
their earnestness in that regard by acquincing in
imperative war-time political changes and by
the jDco~ration therein of the disintegrating
principle of provincial secession. World War No.
II found India eager and anxious to maximise
her contribution to Axis vanquisbment but was
denied an adequate opportunity of doing so.
Indian soldien, airmen and sailors Cought u.
gallandyf as valiantly and as stcadfaatly as thoseof any other Allied nations, if Dot bettert but for
what cause most of them are unable to say.
Their acbieftlDt'Du have been monumentalized

or

~ tbe unqualified tribute~ paid to them by
Commanders and Generals of t.he British race as
well as by others and even the description of a
" mercenary" army given to it by Mr. William
Phillips was an indictment more of the way in
which the Indian fighting forces have been
recruited and less of their personal heroism or
bravery. Educated )oung Indians as well as.
Indian peasants and workers had enlisted in
ever-increasing numbers in the fighting forces
and demonstrated the inherent absurdity of the
contention that Indians would not be able to
defend their country jf the British -troops werewithdrawn.

Apart from the achievements of the regular
Army, there was the attempt to organise an
"Indian National Army" by Mr. Subhas.
Chandra Bose for the purpose of wresting independence from British hands which came within
an ace of success. Controversy will continue
to ra~e for some time to come whether organisation of the" I.N.A.·' was a legitimate, legal procedure, in so far as it involved transference by
the fightin~ forces of their allegia~ce from one
oath to that of another. But the cIrcumstances,
so far revealed, in which that Army was organised make it dear that the men had more or less
been exempted from their oath at the surrender
of Sirigapore and Malaya, while as far as tbemotive mspiring the move was concerned, it
_as unexceptionable.
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Fifteen yean ago at the Round Table
there was furious controveny'
even over the acceptance of tbe principle
that India's defence should be increasingly
the concern of Indians themselves. Since
then and especially since the outbreak of the
recent war, we have travelled many miles
ahead and the acbic\'emc:nts of tbe Indian fighting men therein are so striking that none can
dare dispute herearter the Indians' capacity to
defend their country's independence. In any
case that argument cannot be advanced by any
British politician to counter India's demand fot
freedom.

Conferences

Not only unqualified acceptance of India's
right to manage her own aff4irs but actual,
practical steps in that direction is the only method bv which India's sacrifice') for the common
cause can be adequately requited. The demand
made by the Indian National Congress on be..
half of India in regard to the country's freedom,
must, therefore, be interpreted as complementary to and as an extension of tbe unspoken
demand for the same purpose made by Indian
fighting men from different parts of the country
and belonJing to diff~rent communities through
their heroIC deeds on the fields oC battle. As a
matter of fact, among these latter the fire of
patriotism burns as brightly and as greatly as
among the politically-minded sections. There
is among them as keen and unbounded a desiro
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for their country's independence ftom extran~~s control ~ among the generality of tbe
cIvIlian populatIOn and the unity that prevails
among them transcends all communal bounds
contrary to the position in the political sphere.
Unmistakable indications of the patriotic fire
that smoulders in the ranks of the members of
the fighting forces are provided by the" strikes"
(technically described a'i "mutiny") of the
Indian naval ratings, the personnel of the
R.I.A.F. and even some of those belonging to the
Indian Army that took place in the beginning
<>f the year, and by the widespread sympathy by
the I.N.A. trials among the fighting services.
From an unexpected quarter-namely the
Prime l\{inister of Great Britain Mr. C. R. AttIee
-comes an acknowledgment of this rising tide of
nationalism among Indians of all classes and
Indian personnel of the fighting services. In
hJS speech in the India Debate held on March
15, 1946, Mr. Attlee said, "To-day I think the
national idea haCJ spread right through not the least
perhaps among some of those soldiers who had
done such wonderful service in the \'"ar." This
spirit is both a portent and a warning; it is a portent of ominous significance to thefuture and ids a
warning that unless the spirit is recognised and res·
peeted and canalised in an effective and adequate
manner, by placing the In.dian fighting forces
under a Government of their own countrymen, it
will assume a violen t anti-European sphere.

1bere·. another vita) factor which aggra. .tea India'. suspicions of Britain's intentions in..

stead of reassuring her. It invol\'es incalculable
injury to Britain's reputation for moral caodour
and her prestige for political honesty if the
impressiOD~ which gained ground in the latter
part of the war, that she offered some terms of
political settlement to India when the war situation was discouraging for her or when the enemy
action was imminent or threatened against
India in the beginning of 1942 and withdrew
them as soon as the situation improved and the
danger recedtd. Sit Stafford Cripps arrived in
India with his ill-fated offer when a Japanese
invas.ion of India was generally supposed to br.in tbe offing and when the Cnited Nations~
military fortunes reached a low t'bb in the Far
East with the conqu~t of Malaya and the
capitulation of Singapore. But by a coincidence
the negotiations broke down and the offer was
withdrawn when thr Japanese fleet sustained a
re\'ene in the Bay of Bt-ngal and the air attacks'
over Colombo proved a costly adventure for
Japan which neutra1ized and permanently crippled b~r capacity for undertaking any invasion
of India.
Now we have another offer to India at a
time when the international horizon is clouded
with inter-Power suspicions and wrangles which
may at any time produce a conftagration.
R.ussiaf • plans and jnt~tion!t are uncertain and
the United Nations' Organisadon is still too un-
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eft'ectiveWan organ Cor organising effective international action to prevent aggression. The
Russian (C bogey " is again being bandied about
in connection with India's security. In these
uncertain and troublous times, Britain's holding
on to the Churchillian doctrine of non-liquidation
.of the Empire, necessarily involving British
domination Over India is a policy fraught with
serious implications from every point of view.
Whether the AttIee Government's offer to India
is made with an eye to these implications or in
full and unqualified recognition of the justness
.of India'c; demand, it is just timely and none too
early. What I desire to impress is that the present offer cannot or should not be permitted to
share the fate of the 1942 one but must be
determinedly made a success in the best interests
of every one. It was good that it is recoglllsed
that "the temperature of 1946 is not the
temperature of 1920, 1930 or even 1942. The
slogans of earlier days are discarded. Some words
that seemed at that time to Indians to express the
heightof their aspirations are now set on one side
and other words and ideas thrust forward" (Mr.
AttIee's speech referred to above). It should
literally be the last attempt to settle the Indian
problem and settle it finally. There ca.n.not be
any other settlement that can answer this description than the graceful recognition of India's
independence followed by a s~ttlement of all
outstanding questions pertaining to Indo-British
rela tions on the basis of a treaty of friendship.

M2
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We r~gard it as of pre"eminent impor.
tance that India should have bttn represented
in her own right at the San Francisco Conference and should be so rcpr~ented at the
Council table around which would congregate
the representatives oC the United NO'ltions to.
negotiate and Connulate the terlT'.s of ~ace.
The Rt. Hon'ble V. S. Srinivasa Sastri had
then assiduously publicized and propagandized
this point oCview and served in a large measure
to focus public attention thereon. India's
repre~ntatives at tbe Peace Conference cannot
be allowed to play the part of gramophone
records r~istering the desires and the will of an
ntraneous authority like the Secretary of State
for India and the Brithlh Government, and incapacitated by ~ason of the political subordiDation of their country from making any syx-cific
and independent contribution to the evolution
of the peace structure. They must be tht'
chosen representatives oC the Indian people and
they must be in a position to speak out, without
fear or favour and with a genuine under.ttanding
of the great issues at stake the re;\1 mind and
npmiS the real will of the Indian people. Ma~
murder on an unprecedented scale even for such
mass murder which modern wars involve particularly the use of sucb enormously destructive
weapons like the atom bomb is patently repu~
Ilant to all the moral conceptions and humam ..
tarian ideals that India bolds dear.
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It is impossible for human progress in the
real sense of the term to be a sustained and
continuous process when every quarter of a
cmtury what has been achieved in the previous
interval of pt!ace is destroyed by the forces of
hell and retrogression let loose. All religions
abhor this process orman's scientific and inventive genius being prostituted for the obliteration
of man himself. Christ preached peace, goodwill, and purposeful love among God's creation;
but that Christian civilization has regrettably
departed to such an extent from Christ's preachings of peace and goodwill among men that
it elevates de~tructjve war to the position of the
prineipa.l method of settling man's disputes with
man and uation's disputes with nation and is the
most damaging and distressing indictment of
that civilization. Hindu philosophy has from
time immemorial induced a feeling of hatefulness to'wards war for the sake of war among the
followers of that religion. Islam too preachta
peac(! and goodwill, and permeated with these
teachillg~t Indian representatives can place
before the world, provided they are afforded a
satisfactory opportunity, the lofty principles of
human brotherhood, respect for the individual
as individual and justice, which are the essential
ingredients of permanent peace. An independence-enjoying India alone can make this
contribution to world peace and to save the
world civilisation from complete destruction.

1"
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To the ptomotion of international peace
the most ~tical and most conspicuous contribution ttiat India can be depended UPOIl to
make will be the principle of non-violeDce which
in terms of avoidance of future wars mearu tbe
substitution of arbitration and negotiation as the
means of settling international disputes instead of
resorting to wars. Apparently violence is inhenmt
in the law of natwe and war in general -and
modem war in panicular provides grue'some
evidence of the manner in which that Jaw of
destruction manifests itself from time to tirftc in
international affairs. Elimination of aggressive
wan which is a primary factor in cementing.
international co-operation in the future, can be
an accomplished fact when, firstly, the root
causes of war are destroyed. and, secondly,
when we reach a stage where violencr. and
war as methods of reconciling intcnlational
antagonisms arc substituted by non-violence and
settlement by negotitation. At present the real
significance of non-violence as a factor in human
relations is vitiated by large sections of people
in the world) regarding it from the wrong perspective and by the somewhat misleading notions
entertained of its implications in that respect.
One of these notions is that it justifies and
involves abject and humiliating surrender of
peace-loving nations to international brigandisrn
on the one hand and pacifism of tbe extreme
on the other variety, which may have its rOOts ia
national cowardice. That is a wholly wroog
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approach to a great principle. The more
appropriate way of lookin, at it is to consider
Don-"lo1ence not as justifymg a nerveless and
doctrinaire pacifism but as a dynamic vital principle of conduct which demands that men should
strive for peace and promotion of goodwill by
neutralizing the aggressive intentions of dictators
and totalitarian powers and that international
disarmament and collective security should be the
ba~is of pe-ace. Let international justice prevail ;
Jet all nations feel that they are equal to one
another; let the root causes of territorial
cupidi t y among nations be eradicated and directly
you have non-violence in action as a preservative of peace. And since non-violence of this
character will be broad based on respect for law,
righteous and just law, it will be realized that it
is also the best method for establishing international law on a sound basis and preventing
gratuitous violations of its obligations by powerproud or militaristically-minded nations. It is
mdubitable that one of the guarantees for the
preservation of peace is respect for law on the
~ of nations even as respect for law among
mdividuals is the guarantee for social security
flnd peace and law necessarily courting justice.
For enforcing this respect to the Rule of Law the
establishment of the International Court of
Justice, envisaged in the world charter, with
sufficient sanctions behind it, is essential. Into
the peace structure should, therefore, be woven
the constitution of this legal machinery which
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can effectively maintain the principle of Rule of
Law among nations.

A systematic cultivation of the attitude of
non-violence of the nature mentioned is what
the world as a whole needs most, so as to lend
point to the tremendous revulsion of feeling that
IS engendered in men's minds by the hates, the
discords and more than all by the distress and
the destruction that the war has produced,
culminating in the incalculable loss of life and
destruction caused bv the use of the atom
bomb on two Japan'ese cities. India as the
spiritual home of the non&violen<:e ideal has a
Dearly 5OOO-year old history behind her; world
famous teachers like the Buddha and Afah.l\'ira
transformed non-violence into abed-rockprmciple
of the rc1gions they founded and propagated. In
the present century, ~fahatma Gandhi, the
prophet of Indian nationalism, has I'c.emphasi1.cd
and renovated that doctrine and has spent almost
a life-time in unceasing efforts to inculcate its
significance and bendicialness in the conduct
of man's affairs. To ascertain the exact extent
of the success of his preachings in this regard i.
a difficult process at present, but the profound
psychological effect it has produced on large
sections of the Indian population, includ in~
even those who are not directly the Mahatma's
disciples in politics, constitute a distinguishing
feature of Indian public life during the last twoand· a-half decades. These years of India's
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political history bear ample and convincing
testimony to the influence that the ideal of nonviolence has exerted on peoJ?le's thou$hts and
modes of life, though it is pomble that It could
easily have been greater if its underlying
implications for the day-to-day conduct of
individuals as much as for the struggle we
are waging for Swaraj had been more keenly
apprecia ted.
I t must be admitted that the ideal is susceptible not merely of a limited or parochial
application but possesses a larger, even, universal
significance. In the consideration of the problems (,f permanent peace and post-war reconstruction a firm adherence to non-violence will
p'roducc wholly satisfactory and salutary results
If it.:; importance is realised. CeaseIes~ly hurnaity hao; been !ltriving to attain conditions in
which human concord, brotherhood and goodwill among men will predominantly preva.il.
But its ("{forts to attain these conditions have
so far prov('d elusive and illusory. Scientific
progress while tending to promote human happiness has bren exploited also to aggravate
human misery, for attaining drstructive than
constructive ends. It is a tremendous task
to switch men's minds from thoughts of violence,
greed and conflict to thoughts of peace, selfsufficiency and Jove of fellow-men which is the
essential preliminary to the elimination of Hitlerism and Hitlers for all times. It will be India's
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duty and her privilege to emphasize these considerations and to secure their acceptance at tbe
Peace Conference. It may be that the switchover is difficult to accomplisb, that non-violence
and all that it implies may not prove attractive
to large sections of the peoples of the world,
whose history and traditions do not enable them
to practice It. It may be that national greed,
natIOnal hatrc:d, national pride and prejudices
will always get the better of the higher principl~
of human goodwill, international selflessness and
so on. But an ideal does not Jose its value
because that value is not immc:diately rralisc:d or
adequately appreciated. India will hold on to
her traditional ideal and will persistently preach
it, until by sheer force of circumstances,
humanity everywhere aligns itself on its side.
India's case for freedom which I have
attc:mpted to present in the foregoing pa~es is
an irrc:futable and irresistible one from any angle,
national or intemational, military or economic,
peace or war. We are obviously at the final
stage. of the decision of the case and the Bf itish
Cabinet Mission, which is now in this country,
is expected to be the agency which is to set the
'machinery in motion which wiD facilitate the
establisbment of an Indian union and the conclusion of a trc:aty between Britain and India
transforming to India the right to rule herself,
to c:njoy the fruits of self-government.
The British Parliament and Government are
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apparently in a U Quit India" mood and so far
as Mr. Attlee was speaking as the Prime
Minister of Britain his speech in the House of
Commons on ~farch 15, 1946, must be regarded
as an acknowledgment of the obvious fact that
India can no longer be kept under subjection.
He was not inclined to play the American game
of stressing internal differences; he did not make
a fetish of the Dominion Status ideal but explained that the choke between Dominion Statl&S
within the British Commonwealth and Independence outside it was for India to make; he was
not prepared to permit the argument of special
interests and minorities to be elevated into a
position in which they can impose a veto on the
eountry's progress.
If this relinquishing mood persists, and if
Britain proceeds to the discharge of her imperative obligations towards the country in a
spirit of honest service and sincere desire to
allow a great country of 400 million people to
enjoy their freedom, then there will be ample
justification for the New York Herald Tribune's
lomment that the " British Prime .....!P~li
offered to give up the brightest a
ed Jewel of the British Empire.'
Jew~
important is that the "brig
given up will be the most
~
side of collective security a
~.,••. ~e
ideal of a world state and
~.on
the one hand the ringing do, III!
. curtaill
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on the colonial age and on the other the most

hopeful ponent for other territories still under
colonial domination. And, what is equally jmportan~ as the HtrtJlt/ Trill"", says it will It make
possible more whole-hearted co-operation hetween the American and the British Commonwealth than could havt- existed otherwise."
We hope and pray, thert-fore, that the mood
penisu and will not vanish under the stress and
strain of seeming obstruction and obstreperousness of one section of opinion or the other, one
communit), or minority' or the other. In every
country on the thrcl'hold of transfer of power
and exercise of self-governmt'nt, some interests
there will always be who will try to play the
role of obstructioni~t',. But the ,-crv element
of power for greater participation in 'which the
obstruction is intended ~hould induce the;;e
intfrests to abandon their obstruction when it is
found tbat they ore depriving themsehes thcreby of the share in power.
India's ind('pendel"ce dot's not mean India's
isolation from the wider intanational currents
of thought. On the other hand i~ will mean
her greater, morc intensive" and more purposeful
~rticipation in world affairs and the shaping
of policies which contribute to world peace and
world democracy. This .consideratrion it is
necessary to stress in view of the controversy
regarding Dominion Status VtTSUS independence
that is likely 'to assume greater prominence
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during the proceedings of the Constituent Assembly which is envisaged. Britain probably apprehends that an Independent India will elect
to deviate from her present British associations
and that she will thereby lose a most valuable
and prized possession without any corresponding requital. But let Britain rest assured that
while India no longer appreciates or will remain
satisfied with Dominion Status and will certainly
~lect for swing itself out of the commowealth she
will prefer to align herself as an independent
country with HI it.lin to aligning herself with any
lIMber country, provided Britain and British
l'emocracy df'moostrablyshow themselves friendly to Indian democracy and India.
In conclusion let me sav that India has a
great de<;tiny to fulfil in the 'future, even a~ she is
the heir to a ~r{'at heritage from the pa.~t. Her
present condition is an interlude which is just one
of those unhappy interludes in her long history.
As Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru, whose vision of
India's future lS much clearer and more realistic than many of his fellow-countrymen's and
whose outlook on that future disc1os('S a vigour,
freshness and richness of thought which very
few other Indians possess, asaerts in his series
of articles entitled "The D~very of India,"
"India would find herself again." She will
become revitalised, rrjuvenated, renovated with
the release of her enormous reserves of potential
power and energy that lie latent among her
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400 mDliou of people. "India," Pt. Nehru
sa)'l, "C cannot
a secoudary pan in the
world. Sbe wi} either count for a great deal
or DOt count at aU.tt She must, however. count
for a ~t deal and it is to enable her to do this
that India must have freedom and have it

rIA,

immediately.

